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IN THE MATTER OF

MAWSON DeMANY FORBES ,

INC. ,

ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
TIlE

FEDERAL THADE COMMISSJON AND

Duch'

Complainf ,

t 726.

Oct.

FUR PHODUCTS LABELIJ\' G ACTS

1958- Decisio'J ,

Peb.

, 1959

Consent order requiring furriers in Philadelphia ,

Pa. , to cease violating the
Fur Products Laueling Act by deceptive pricing and savings claims fOT
fUl' products , including false representations in advertising in newspapers
that prices were " Below original cost" and " Below wholesale ; that
purchasers could " Save one third and more, " could save money because of

tremendous buying power " and " a half- million dollars ' worth of '" *
inventory '" * ;, being liquidated" ; Dnd that fur products offcred
from thc stock of a liquidating business.
Mr. John T. Walke,.
MT. Isado1'

S.

for the Commission.
Wachs of Philadelphia Fa. ,

were

for respondents.

INITIAL DECISION BY WILLIAM L. PACK , HEARING EXAMINER

The complaint in this matter charges the respondents with the

violation of the Fur Products LabeJing

Act and the Rules and
ReguJations promulgated thereunder and the Federal Trade

Commission Act. An agreement has now been' entered into by

respondents and counsel supporting the complaint which provides
among other things , that respondents admit all of the jurisdictional allegations in the complaint; that the record on which the
initial decision and the decision of the Commission shaH be based
shaH consist solely of the complaint and agreement; that

the inclu-

sion of findings of fact and conclusions of law in the decision

disposing of this matter is waived , together with any further
procedural steps before the hearing examiner and the Commis-

may be entered in
disposition of the proceeding, such Older to have the same force

sian; that the order hereinafter set forth

and effect as if entered after a full hearing,

respondents spec if-

jcaHy waiving any and all rights to chaHenge or contest the
vaJidity of such order; that the order may be altered , modified
or set aside in the manner provided for other orders of the
Commission; that the compJaint may be used in construing the
terms of the order; and that the agreement is for settlement

purposes only and does not constitute an admission by respondents that they have violated the law as a1Jeged in the

complaint.
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The hearing examiner having considered the agreement and
proposed order and being of the opinion that they provide an
adequate basis for appropriate disposition of the proceeding, the

agreement is hereby accepted ,

the following jurisdictional find-

ings made , and the following order issued:
1. Respondent Mawson DeMany Forbes , Inc. , is a Lorporation
organized , existing and doing business under the laws of the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Individual respondents 1V101'1'i8
B. Marks , Barrie A. iWarks , and David Marks are president and

treasurer , vice president and secretary, and assistant treasurer
respectively, of said eorporation. The offee and principal place
of business of all of said respondents is located at 1133 Chestnut

Street , Philadelphia , Fa.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the

proceeding is in the publie interest.
ORDER
It is o1' deTed That Mawson DeMany Forbes , Inc. , a corporation,
and its officers , and Morris B. Marks , Barrie A. Marks , and David

Marks , individually and as offcers of said corporation , and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or
t.hrough any corporate or other device , in connection \vith the

introduction into commerce , or the sa1e , advertising, offering for
sale , transportation or c1islribution in commerce , of fur products
or in connection with the sale , advertising, offering for sale

transportation , or distribution of fur products ,vhich are made in
whole or in part of fur which has been shipped and received in
fur " and " fur product" are defined
commerce , as " coll!'i1erCe
in the Fur Products LabeJing Act , do forthwith cease amI desist
from:
1. Falsely or deceptively advertising fur products through the
Lise of any advertisement , representation , pubJic: announcement
or notice vvhich is intended to aid , promote or assist, directly or
indirectly, in the sale , or offering for saJe of fur products , and

which:
A. Represents , directly or by implication , that fur products

are offered for sale at prices which arc below the cost to respondents , when such is not the fact.
B, Represents , directly or by implication , that fur products

are oflercd for sale at prices which are below vvholcsale prices
when such is not the fact.
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C. Represents , directly or by implication , that price conces-

sions of fur products have been obtained due to buying power
or for any other reason , when such is not the fact.
D. Represents , directly or by implieation , that respondents

inventory of fur products advertised and offered

for sale is in

excess of the actual inventory.
E. Represents , directly or by implication , through percentage

, that the regular or usual

savings claims
retail priees charged
by respondents for fur products in the recent regular course of
business ,vere reduced in direct proportion to the amount of

savings stated , when contrary to fact.
F. Represents , directly or by implication , that any such products are the stock of a business in a state of liquidation , when
contrary to fact.
DECISION OF THE COMMISSION AND ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to Section 3. 21 of the Commission s Rules of Practice , the initial decision of the hearing examiner shaH , on the 3d
day of February 1959 , become the decision of the Commission;
and, accordingly:
is
It
ordered That respondents herein shaH , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commis-

sion a report in v..riting s$ing forth in detail the manner and
form in which they have complied

desist.

"vith the order to

ceas

and
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IN THE MATTER OF

KELLER FUR COMPANY
CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL

TRADE

Docket 71fJ6'.

COMMISSION AND THE FUR PRODUCTS LABELING ACTS

COllplwint ,

Jut?!

Consent orde1' requiring a :funier in

1958- Decisi()n , Feb.

.4, 1959

Kansas City, Mo. , to cease violating the

Fur Pl'lJducts LHbeling Aet by tagging certain

fur products with the

name of an animal in addition to that of the animal producing the fur;
by failing to conform to the labeling nnd invoicing requirements of the
Ad; and by advertising in newspapers which faiJed to disclose the names

of animals producing- the fur in certain products , the country of origin
of imported furs, and the fact that fur products contained artificially
coloH'd or cheap or waste fur , and which represented falsely that his

regular prices were higher than thl' advertised sale prices.
Mi'. Thomas A. Ziebarth

for the Commission.

llespondent , for himself.
INITIAL DECISIOJ' BY J. EARL Cox, HEARING EXAMINER

The complaint charges respondent with misbranding and with
falsely and deceptively invoicing and advertising certain of his
fur products , and with failing to maintain full and adequate

records disclosing- the facts upon \v Qjch were based pricing and
tVings claims and representations as to such products , in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Ad and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder , and of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
After the issuance of the complaint , respondent and counsel

supporting the complaint cnterect into an agreement containing

consent order to cease and desist , which was approvect by the
director and an assistant director of t.he Commission s Bureau
of Litigation , and thereafter transmitted tu the hearing examiner
fur consideration.

The agreement states that respondent is an individual trading
as Keller Fur Company, and has his office and principal place of
business located at 218 East 11th Street , Kansas City, Mo.

The agreement provides, among other things, that respondent
admits all the jurisdictional facts alleged in the complaint , and
agrees that the record may be takcn as if findings of jurisdictionaJ
facts had been duly made in accordance with such allegations;

that the record on which the initial decision and the decision of

" "
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the Commission shaD be based shaH consist solely of the com-

plaint and this ag-reement; that the agreement shaH not become
a part of the offcial record unless and until it becomes a part of
the decision of the Commission; that the complaint may be
used in construing the terms of the order agreed upon , which may
be altered , modified or set aside in the manner provided for other

orders; that the agreement is for settement purposes only, and

does not constitute an admission by respondent that he has violated the law as aHeged in the complaint; and that the ordcr set

forth in the agreement and hereinafter included in this decision
shaH have the same force and effect as if entered after a fuH
hearing.
Respondent waives any further procedural steps before the
hearing examiner and the Commission , the making of findings of

, and all of the rights he may have
to chaDenge or contest the validity of the order to cease and desist
entered hI accordance with the agreement.

fact or conclusions of lavv

The order agreeclupon ful1y disposes of al1 the issues raisecl in

practices
charged therein as being in violation of the Fur Products Labeling
Act and the Rules and Regnlations promulgated thereunder , and
of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Accordingly, the hearing
examiner finds this proceeding to be in the public interest , and
accepts the agreement containing consent order to cease and desist as part of the record upon which this decision is based.
Therefore
It. is ordered That the respondent A be KeHer , an individual
trading as KeHer Fur Company, or under any other name , and
the complaint , and adequately prohibits the acts and

respondent' s representatives , agents and emp1oyees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , in connection with the

introduction into commerce ,

or the sale , advertising or offering

for sale in commerce , or the transportation or

commerce ,

distribution in

of fur products , or in connection with the sale , ad-

, transportation or distribution of fur
products which have been made in whole or in part of fur which
has been shipped and received in commerce , as " commerce
fur
and " fur product" arc defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act
do forthwith cease and desist from:
vertising, offering for sale

1. Misbranding fur products by:
(a) Failing to affx labels to fur products showing:

(1) The name or names of the animal or animals producing
the fur or furs contained in the fur product as set forth in the
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Fur Products Name Guide and as prescribed under the Rules and
Regulations;
(2) That the fur product contains or is composed of used fur
when such is the fact;
(3) That the fur product contains or is composed of bleached
dyed , or otherwise artificially colored fur , when such is the fact;
(4) That the fur product is composed in whole or in suhstanbellies , or waste fur , when such is the

tial part of paws , tails ,
fact ;
(5) The name ,

or other identification issued and registered by

the Commission , of one or more persons ,vho manufactured such
fur product for introduction into commerce ,

introduced it into

commerce , sold it in commerce , advertised or offered it for sale
in commerce , or transported or distributed it in commerce;
(6) The name of the country of origin of any imported furs

used in the fur product;
(7) The item number or mark assigned
(b) Setting forth on labels the

to a fur product;

name of an animal in addition

to the name of the animal that produced the fur;
(c) Setting forth on labels attached to fur products:

(1) Information required under (;4 (2) of the Fur Products
Labeling Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder in abbreviated form;
(2) Information required under (;4 (2) of the Fur Products
Labeling Act and the Rules and Hegulations promulgated thereunder which is intermingled with non- required information;
(3) Information required under S4 (2) of the Fur Products

Labeling Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder in handwriting;
(4) Information required under (;4 (2) of the Fur Products
Labeling Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder in improper sequence;
(d) Affxing to fur products

labels that are inconspicuous;

2. Falsely or deceptively invoicing fur products by:

(a) Failing to furnish invoices to purchasers of fur products

.showing:

(1) The name or names of the animal or animals producing
the fur or furs contained in the fur product as set forth in the
Fur Products Name Guide and as prescribed under the Rules
and Hegulations;
(2) That the fur product contains or

when such is the fact;

is composed of used fur

KELLER FUR COMPANY
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(3) That the fur product contains or is composed of bleached
dyed or otherwise artificiaJJy colored fur , when such is the

fact;

(4) That the fur product is composed in whole or in substan-

tial part of paws ,

tails

, beHies ,

fact;
(R)

or waste fur ,

when such is the

The name and address of the person issuing- such invoices;

(6) The name of the country of origin of any imported furs

contained in the fur product;

(7) The item number or mark assigned to the fur product;
3. Falsely or deceptively advertising fur products through the
use of any advertisement , representation , public announcement
or notice Ivhich is intended io aid , promote , or assist , directly or
indirectly, in the sa1e or offering for sale of fur produets , and

which:

(a) Fails to disclose the name or names of the animal or
animals producing the fur or furs coniained in the fur product

as set forth in the Fur Products Name Guide and as prescribe,l
under the said Rules and Regulations;

(b) Fails to disclose that the fur products contain or are composcd of bleached , dyed , or otherwise artificiaHy colored fur , when
such is the fact;

(c) Fails to discJose that the fur products are composed in

whole or in substantial part of paws , tails , benies , or wasie fur
when such is the fact;
(d) Fails to disclose the

name of the country of origin of the

imported furs contained in fur products;
(e) Represents , directly or by implication , through the use of
percentage savings claims or any other means , that any savings
arc afTorded from respondent's regular prices unless the an10unt

for which they are otIered constitutes a reduction from the price
at which said fur product had been soJd by respondent in his
recent regular course of business;

4. 1\'Iaking- use in advertisements of price reduction or percentage savings elaims unless respondent maintains full and adequate
records discJosing the facts upon which such claims are based.
DECISION OF THE COM 'lISSION AND ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to Section 3. 21 of the Commission s I(uJes of Practice , the initial decision of the Hearing Examiner shaJJ , on the
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4th day of February 1959 , become the decision of the Commission;
and , accordingly:
It is ordered That respondent Abe Keller , an individual trading

as Keller Fur Company, shall , within sixty (60) days after service upon him of this order , fM with the Commission a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
he has complied with the order to cease and desist.
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IN THE MATTER OF

LOUIS PIZITZ DRY GOODS CO. , INC.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC., IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VlOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND THE FUR PRODUCTS LABELING ACTS
Docket

7263.

Com')Jlahlt ,

Sept.

lD58-Decision , Peb.

.?, 1959

Consent order requiring a retailer in Birmingham , Ala. , to cease violating the

Fur Products Labeling Ad by failing to comply with the invoicing
requirement.s , and by advertising in newspapers which represented prices
of fur products

falsely as " Below wholesale prices

falsely that price concessions weJ"

" and represented

e obtainable due to its " tremendous

buying power.

Mr' .

John T. Walke?

for the Commission.

PTitchaTd , McCall
Jones by Mr. William
Birmingham , Ala. , for respondent.

S.

PTitchaTd

INITIAL DECISION BY J. EARL Cox , HEARING EXAMINER

The compJaint charges respondent with faJsely and deceptively

invoicing and advertising certain of its fur products , in violation
of the Fur Products Labeling Act and the Rules and Regulations
promulgated thereunder , and of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
After the issuance of the compJaint , respondent , its counsel
and counsel supporting the comp1aint enterecl inlo an agreement

containing consent order to cease and desist , which was approved
by the director and an assistant director of the Commission
Bureau of Litigation , and thereafter transmitted to the hearing
examiner for consideration.
The agreement states that respondent Louis Pizitz Dry Goods
Co. , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Alabama , with

its offce and principal place of business located at 1821 Second
Avenue North ,

Birmingham , Ala.
The agreement provides , among other things , that the respond-

complaint
and agrees that the record may he taken as if findings of jurisdictionaJ facts had been duly made in accordance with such alent admits aJJ the jurisdictional facts aJJeged in the

legations; that the record on which the initiaJ decision and the
decision of the Commission shaJJ be based shaH consist solely of
the complaint and this agreement; that the agreement shaJJ not

" "
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until it becomes a
Commission; that the complaint may
be used in construing the terms of the order agreed upon , which
may be altered, modified or set aside in the manner provided for
other orders; that the agreement is for settement purposes only
become a part of the offcial record unless and

part of the decision of the

and does not constitute an admission by respondent that it has

violated the Jaw 'lS alleged in the compJaint; and

that the order

set forth in the agreement and hereinafter included in this decision shall have the same force and effect as if entered after
full hearing.
Respondent waives any further procedural steps before the
hearing examiner and the Commission , the making of findings
of fact or conclusions of law

, and all of the rights it may have

to challenge or contest the validity of the order to cease and desist
entered in accordance with the agreement.
The order agreed upon ful1y disposes of al1 the issues raised in
the complaint ,

and adequately prohibits the acts and practices
charged therein as being in violation of the Fur Products Labeling
Act and the Uules and Regulations promulgated thereunder , and
of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Accordingly, the hearing
examiner finds this proceeding to be in the public interest , and
accepts the agreement containing consent order to cease and

desist as part of the record upon which this decision

is based.

Therefore,
It

is

oTdered

That respondent Louis Pizitz Dry Goods Co.,

Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers , representatives , agents and
employees , directly or through any corporate or other device , in

connection with the introduction into commerce ,

or the sale , ad-

vertising, offering for sale ,

transportation or distribution , in commerce , of fur products , or in connection with the sale , advertising,
offering for saJe , transportation , or distribution of fur products
which are made in whole or in part of fur which has been shipped
and received in commerce , as " commerce
fur " and
prodIur
uct" are defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act, do t"orthwith
cease and desist from:
1, Falsely or deceptively invoicing fur products by;

A. Failing to furnish invoices

to purchasers of fur products

showing:

(1) The name or names of the animal or animals producing
the fur or furs contained in the fur products as set forth in the
Fur Products Name Guide and as prescribed under the Uules
and Regulations;

LOUIS PIZITZ DRY GOODS CO. , INC.
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(2) That the fur product contains or

is composed of used fur

when such is the fact;
(3) That the fur product contains or is composed of bleached
dyed or otherwise artificia1ly colored fur , when such is the fact;
(4) That the fur product is composed in whole or in substantial
part of paws , tails , be1lies , or waste fur , when such is the fact;
(5) The name and address of the person issuing such invoices;
(6) The name of the country of origin of any imported furs

contained in a fur product;
(7) The item number or mark assigned to a fur product;
B. Setting forth information required under S5 (b) (1) of the

Fur Products Labeling Act and the llules and Regulations promulgated thereunder in abbreviated form;
C. Failing to set forth the term " Dyed Mouton processed
Lamb" in the manner required;
2. Falsely or deceptively advertising fur products through the
use of any advertisement , representation , public announcement
or notice which is intended to aid , promote , 01' assist , directly or
indirectly, in the sale or offering for sale of fur products , and

which:
A. Represents , directly or by implication , that fur products

are offered for sale at prices which are below \vholesale , when
such is not the fact;
B. Represents , directly or by implication , that price conces-

sions for fur products purchased have been obtained due to buying
power , or for any other reason , whcn such is not the fact.
DECISION OF THE CO!\MISSIO AND ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIA1\CE

Pursuant to Section 3. 2J of the Commission s Rules of Practice,
the initial decision of the hearing examiner shall , on the 4th day
of February 1959 ,

become the decision of the Commission; and

according1y:
It is onle, ed That respondent Louis Pizitz Dry Goods Co. , Inc.
a corporation , shall , \vithin sixty (60) days after service upon it

of this order , lile with the Commission a report in writing, seUing
forth in detail the

manner and form in which it has compJied

with the order to cease and desist.
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Order

IN THE MATTER OF

FEDERAL LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY
ORDER. :wrc., IN REGARD TO THE ALLl':GED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COM':lISSION ACT
Docket. 6812.

jHro' ,

COJnplalnt,

11

1955- 0nlcr , Feb.

4, 1959

Order dismissing for lack of jurisdiction , following the per curiam decision of
Pedc?' oll'rude Commlss.ion
the Supreme Court in thE' combined cases of

and
Federal Trade Comm'iss1 on v. The
(357 U. S. 560), comhI811I"HC( COmplll!j

Nutimwl Cw,ntalty CO?!lpany
1J1e?' icfLll

H(Jspito! (wd Life

plaint charging a Battle Creek , :l\ich. , insurance company with falsely
advertising its accident and health insurance policies.

M?' , F?' ank

Before

H.

Mr. Donald

Hier

Commission.
Beaumont , Smith

hearing examiner.
and

King

Mr.

Harris

J.

W. Brookfield ,

of Detroit ,

Mich. ,

J,'

for the

for respondent.

FINAL ORDER

This matter having corne before the Commission upon the appeal of respondent from the hearing examiner

s initial decision

and upon briefs and oral argument in support of and in opposi-

tion thereto: and

The Commission having considered the record and the ruling
opinion
lJe?' cU1'iam
of the Supreme Comt of the Unitcd States in its
Federal Tmde Comof June 30, 1958 , in the combined cases of
The Anzerican Hosand
357 U. S. 560 (1958), entered
subsequent to the filing of the instant appeal , and having con-

mission

v.

l'.Jationa, l

Casualty Crnnpany

pital and Life Insurance Company,

cluded that the complaint herein should be dismissed:
It
is
orde)'ed That the initial decision herein , filed December
, 1956, be , and it hereby is , vacated and set aside.
It is

111)'tlle1' on/ered

hereby is , dismissed.

That the complaint herein be ,

and it

PRO.JANSKY , INC., ET AL.
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IN THE MATTER OF

PROJANSKY , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC., IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLA TION OF THE
FEDERAL 'TRADE COMMISSION AND THE FUR PRODUCTS LATIELIl\' G ACTS
Docket 7276.

Complnint ,

Oct. 10

, l058-Decision , Feb.

Consent order requiring a furrier in Roche

Fur Products Labeling Act by

ter ,

N,

, 195.9

, to cease violating the

labeling fur products with excessive

ices represented as regular seHing prices; by identifying them
falsely in labeling and advertising with respect to the names of animals
which produced the fur; by failing to comply \vith other labeling requirements of the Act; ancI by advertising in newspapers which failed to
disclose the names of animals producing certain furs or that some
products containerl cheap or waste fur , or to set forth the term " Dyed
Mouton processed Laml) " in the manner required , and represented prices
as reduced from purported regular prices which were in fact fictitious.
fictitious In"

lvlr. S. Y House
Baker

for the Commission.

CaT?Jer

hy

Mr. Rarton Baker

of Rochester , N.

, for

respondents.
INITIAL DECISION BY ABNER E. LIPSCO:vB , HEARING EXAMINER
The complaint herein was issued on October 10 ,

1958 , charging

respondents with misbranding and falsely and deceptively ad-

vertising certain of their fur products , in violation of the FederaJ
Trade Commission Act and of the Fur Prod ucts Labeling Act and
the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder.
Thereafter , on t\ovember 20, 1958 , respondents , their counsel

and counsel supporting the complaint herein entered into an
Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and Desist , which

was approved by the director and an assistant director of the
Commission s Bureau of Litigation , and thereafter submitted to
the hearing examiner for consideration.
The agreement identifies respondent Projansky, Inc. as a New
York corporation , with its offce and principal pJace of business
located at 39 East Avenue , Rochester , N. , and respondent Henri
P. Proj ansky as president of said corporate respondent , in \vhich
capacity he formulates , directs , and controls the acts , policies and
practices thereof , his address being the same as that of the saiel
corporate respondent.

Respondents admit a11 the jurisdictional facts a11eged in the

complaint , and agree that the record may be taken as if findings

" "
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of jurisdictional facts had been duly made in accordance

with

such allegations.
Respondents waive any further procedure before the hearing
examiner and the Commission; the making of findings of fact or
conclusions of law; and all of the

rights they may have to chal-

lenge or contest the validity of the order to cease and desist entered in accordance with the agreement. All parties agree that
the record on which the initial decision and the decision of the
Commission shall be based shall consist solely of tbe complaint
and the agreement; that the order to

cease and desist, as con-

tained in tbe agreement , when it shall have become a part of the
decision of the Commission , shall have the same force and effect
as if entered after a full hearing, and may be altered , modified

or set aside in the manner provided for other orders; tbat the
complaint herein may be used in construing the terms of said
order; and that the agreement is for settement purposes only,

and does not constitute an admission by the respondents that they
have violated the law as aJ1eged in the complaint.
Having considered the allegations of the complaint and the
provisions of the agreement and the proposed order , the hearing

examiner is of the opinion that sllch order constitutes a satisfactory disposition of this proceeding. Accordingly, in consonance
with the terms of the aforesaid agreement , the hearing examiner

accepts the Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and
Commission has jurisdiction over the re-

Desist; finds that the

spondents and over their acts and practices as alleged in the

complaint; and finds that this proceeding is in the public interest.
Therefore
It
is
o?' dered That Projansky, Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers , and Henri P. Projallsky, individually and as an offcer of
said corporation , and respondents ' representatives , agents , and

employees , directly or through any

corporate or oiher device

in connection with the introduetion into commerce , or the sale
advertising, or oflering for saIe in commerce , or the transportation or distribution in

commerce of any fur products ,

or in

connection with t.he sale , advertising, ofiering for sa1c , trans-

portation , or disiribution of any fur product which is made in

whole or in part of fur which has been shipped and received in
commerce , as " commerce,
fur, " and " fur product" are defined
in the Fur Products Labeling Act , do forthwith cease and desist

from:

PROJANSKY , INC. , ET AL.
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1. Misbranding fur products by:

A. Failing to affx labels to fur products showing:
(1) The name or names of the animal or animals producing
the fur or furs contained in the fur product , as set forth in the
Fur Products Name Guide and as prescribed under the Rules and
Regulations;
(2) That the fur product contains or is composed of used fur
when such is the fact;
(3) That the fur product contains or is composed of bleached
dyed , or otherwise artificially colored fur , when such is the fact;
(4) That the fur product is composed in whole or in substantial
part of paws , tails , bellies , or waste fur , when such is the fact;
(5) The name , or other identification issued and registered by
the Commission , of one or more persons who manufactured such
fur product for iniroduction into commerce , introduced it into
commerce , sold it in commerce , advertised , or offered it for sale in
commerce , or transported or distributed it in commerce;
(6) The name of the country of origin of any imported furs
contained in a fur product;
E. Falsely or deceptively labeling or otherwise identifying any
such product as to the name or names of the animal or animals
that produced the fur from which such produd was manufactured;
C. Representing on labels affxed to the fur products , or in any
other manner , that certain amounts are their regular and usual
prices , \vhen such amounts arc in excess of the prices at which
respondents have usuaJly and customarily sold such products in
the recent , regular course of business;
D. Setting forth on labels affixed to fur products information

required under !;4 (2) of the Fur Products Labeling Act and the
rules and regulations promulgaled thereunder in abbreviated
form;
2. Falsely or deceptively advertising fur products through the
llse of any advertisement , representation , public announcement
cr notice , which is intended to aid , promote , or assist , direct1y
or indirectly, in the sale or offering for sale of fur proclucts ,

and

which:

A. Fails to disclose:
(1)

The name or names of the animal or animals producing

the fur or furs contained in the fur product , as set forth in the

Fur Products Name Guide , and as prescribed under the rules and

regulations;
(2) That the fur product is composed in whole or in substan-
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tial part of paws , tails , bellies , or waste fur , when such is the
fact;
R. Fails to set forth the term " Dyed Mouton Processed Lamb"
in the manner required;

C. Fails to set forth the information required under 95 (a) of
regulations
promulgated thereunder , in type of equal size and conspicuousness , and in close proximity with each other;
D. Represents , directly or by implication , that the regular or
the Fur Products Labeling Act and the rules and

usual price of any fur product is any amount which is in excess
of the price at which respondents have usually and customarily
sold such products in the recent, regular course of business;
3. Falsely or deceptively advertising or otherwise identifying

any such product as to the name or names of the animal or

animals that produced the fur from which such

product was

n1anufactured.
DECISION OF TIlE COMMISSION AND ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to Section 3. 21 of the Commission s Rules of Practice,

the initial decision of the hearing examiner shall ,
day of February J 959,

on the 7th
hecome the decision of the Commission;

and , accordingly:
It is ordcred That respondents Projansky, Inc. , a corporation

and Henri P. Projansky, individually and as an afIeer of said
corporation , shall , within sixty (60) days after service upon them
of this order , file with the Commission a report in writing, setting

forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied
with the order to cease and desist.
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IN THE MATTER OF

GEORGE M. VOSS TRADING AS
VOSS HAIR EXPERTS OF GEORGIA
OHDER , ETC. , IN HEGARD TO THE ALLEGED VlOLATlOK OF

THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

Compla.int ,

61,98.

Jan.

Vecision ,

lD56'

Feb.

1959

Order requiring an individual in Atlanta to cease representing falsely, particularly in newspaper advertising, that through use of his hair and scalJ1
preparations , methods , and treatment.s in his placc of business and by
purchasers of the preparations in their homes , baldness ,,,auJd be prcventcu and overcome , growth of new
nrl t.hicker hair would be promoted

and lost hflir restored ,

dandruff cured ,

etc.

; and to cease representing

himself fals(dy as a " TrichoJogist." and the " Nation
f,fT. llttrold A. Kennedy

and

Al,' .

s 1eading hair expert.

Thomas F. llowdeT

support-

ing the complaint.
0f

Getteman
GettleT/lan

and

Getteman

.lV/T. PrankNn

of Chicago ,
M. Lazarus

Ill. , by lvlT. Frank E.
for respondent.

INITIAL DECISION BY .JOSEPII CALLAWAY , HEARIXG EXAMIXER
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
The complaint issued herein and duly scrved , as subsequently

amended , charges respondent with the dissemination through t.he

mails and in commerce of false advertisements for certain cosmetic and medicinal preparations , advertised for external use in
the treatment of conditions of the hair and scalp. l'Iisrepresenta-

tion by respondent is also alleged in referring- to himself in said
advertisements as a " Trichologist" and as the " Nation s LeadingHair Expert." The ans"\\'cr to the complaint , as amended , denies
all t.he mat.erial allegat.ions t.hereof , except. t.he name and address

of respondent.
Hearings were held in At.lanta , Ga. and New Or1eans , La. , for
the taking of evidence in support of the

al1egations of the

com-

plaint. Motion by the respondent to dismiss the comp1aint at the

end of the testimony in support of the aJlegations of the COI1plaint "vas denied and interlocutory appeal to the

Commission

Jrom the denial of the motion by the hearing examiner was denied. Thereupon , respondent electect not to introduce any eviAmended Oct. 10 , 1951.
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dence. The case is therefore before the hearing examiner for an
initial decision upon the pleadings , evidence in the record and
proposed findings , conclusions . and orders and the reasons there.
for filed by both sides.

Both sides were represented by counsel and given full oppor.
tunity to introduce evidence pertinent to the issues , examine
witnesses and argue points of law and evidence. The proposed

findings , conclusions and orders and the reasons therefor and respondent's motion to dismiss , and the answer thereto , were given

careful consideration by the hearing examiner. All such proposed
findings , conclusions and orders not hereafter adopted , found or
concluded are hereby specifically rejected.
Upon the entire record of the proceeding and from the obser.
vation of the \vitncsses while testifying-, the hearing examiner
makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusions and
orders.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Respondent George M. VO':8 is an individual trading and

doing business as Voss Hair Experts of Georgia \vith his offce
and place of business located at 703 Grand Theater BuiJding in
the city of Atlanta , Ga. He had conducted this business for about.
fIve and one- haJf years at the time of the hearing there on

February 18 ,

1958. It consists of giving local treatments for can.
ditions of the hair and scalp. He has been in this type of business
for thirty three years ,

having worked for others prior to owning

this business in Atlanta. The only education he has is two years
in high school. Those coming to him for treatment are uSllalJy
afficted with dandruff , itching, irritation of the scalp and what
they think is excessive loss of hair.

2. When one having any or alI of these conditions comes to
him for treatment he first attempts to determine whether or not
he can do them any g-ood.

In reaching a decision on this he

examines their scalp, takes a history of their scalp troubles and
inquires about their teeth and tonsils. The examination of the
scalp consists of the use of an orange wood stick to part the hair
looking at the scalp with the aid of a lens having- a

lig-ht attached

to get a better view , and manipulation of the scalp to determine
how tig-ht it is. If accepted for treatment , the treatment as
described by respondent consists of the appJication of certain
formulas to the scalp together with ultra- violet light , massage
heat , vibration and the use of what is called a high frequency
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machine. The formulas used wil depend on what the man is
complaining of. For instance , if he is complaining of dandruff
one set of formulas wil be used first. If he is complaining of
hair loss , the formulas used wil depend on the oiliness or dryness
of the hair and scalp. The amount of each formula applied each
time wil vary from one to one and one- half ounces , depending
on the amount of hair on the scalp. A shampoo , a solvent and an
antiseptic hair dressing caJIed TriseptoJ are supplied the client ,

he is called , for use at home beiween treatments.

as

3. A charge of $5. 00 is made for a sing1e offce treatment.

come in twice a week for treatment , a course of
client lives too far
away to come in regularly, a hOn1€ treatment kit for useat home
If a cJient can

forty treatments is offered for $170. If a

in conjunction with the offce treatment is available , but the

home treatment kit is never supplied to one who has not been
first examined and treated at the offce by respondent. One furnished a home treatment kit must come in for ofIcc treatment at
least once a month. The home treatment kits have in them the
same formulae that are applied during offce treatments. The

shampoo , solvent , and Triseptol are also included in the kit together with a hair brush and a booklet of instructions. Refils of
the shampoo , solvent and Triscptol are charged for extra to both
those taking offce treatments only and also those receiving the

home treatment kit.
4. Respondent' s gross business was $31 000 during the year
1957 and about $41 000 , two years before that. He was unable

to give any percentage of the business that applied to those who

used home treatment kits , that is to those who might be classifier)
as home ann ofTce clients. He has given offce treatments to peo-

ple from out of the state , but has always refused to ship anything
into another state. He doesn

t ship anything through

the mail

anybody even in Georgia unless that person has first presented
himse)f at the offce for an examinRtion. He has sent kits to a
reJative of a client , the relative living in the State of Georgia
for transshipment or delivery to a client out of the State.
5. There was no evidence as to how frequently this has been

done. One home treatment kit contains enough of the formulas
for 32 home treatments. For $80. 00 a client gets this home treatment kit and as many offce treatments as he can take. The
home treatment kits are not sold separately.
6. AJJ of the respondent' s preparations used in the offce treat-

nlents and contained in the home treatment kits ,

including the

, ,
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solvent and Triseptol , are composed of the fo11owing

ingredients in various combinations:
Ammoniated mercury (white precipitate)
Boric acid

Betanaphthol
Castor oil
Carborwax 4000: Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Co. , (a solid polyethylene

glycol)
Detergent 77: Peck' s Products Co. (a nonionic general household and
industrial cleaner)

Dyes

Hyamine lG22: Rahm & Haas Co. ,

(di- isobutyl

phenoxy ethoxy ethyl

dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride)
Isopropyl alcohol

Isopropyl alcohol bay rum
Liquid soap

Metho!

Mineral oil
NopeD 1034: Nopea Chern. Co, (a sulfonated oil)
Oil of bay, terpeneless
Oil of tar , rectifie-d

Oxyquinoline sulfate

Perfume
Phenol
Polyethylene Glycol 400: Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Co. ,

(a liquid poly-

ethylene glyco1)

Propylene glycol
Resorcin
Salicylic acid

Sulfonated ca'itor oil
Tegasept 1\: Gold chmidt Chern. Corp. (methyl paraben)
Tincture capsicum
Twe('n 60: Atlas Powder Co. , (PoJyoxyethylew' sorbitan monostearate)
Veeg-UJl1: IL T. Vanderbilt Co. ,

(colJoidal mag"ne"il1!1 aluminum silieate)

'Vater
7. Ilcspondent advertises and has advertised in the Atlanta

Journal , the Atlanta Constitution and the joint paper put out by
t.hese two on Sunday. There are in evidence copies of advertisements in these papers as follows:
Atlanta Journal ,

January 31 , 1955 (Com. Ex. 4)

Atlanta Journal ,

August 20 1955 (Com. Ex. 5)
Atlanta ,Journal , August 22 1955 (Com. Ex. 6)
Atlanta Journal January 2-1, 1955 (Com. Ex. 7)
Atlanta Journal ,

February 7 , 1955 (Com. "Ex.

8)

Atlanta Journal , April 11 ,

1955 (Com. Ex. 9)
Atlanta ,TournaI , :'\1"ay 2 , 1955 (Com. Ex. 10)
Atlanta Journal and Constitution Magazine ,

April

1955 (Com. Ex. 11)

, .
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AtlanLa Journal and Constitution Magazine , January 9 , 1955 (Com. Ex. 12)
Atlanta Constitution ,

February 17, 1953

(Com.

Ex. 13)

Atlanta Journal and Constitution Magazine , March 6 , 1955 (Com. Ex. 14)
AtJanta Journal , April 25 , 1955 (Corn. Ex. 15)
.AtJanta Constitution , January 7, 1958 (Com . Ex. 16)
Atlanta Constitution January 14 , 1958 (Com. Ex. 17)
Atlanta Journal and Constitution , September 15 , 1957 (Com. Ex. 18)
Atlanta Journal , October 21 , 1957 (Com. Ex. 19)
Atlanta Journal , November 18 , 1957 (Com. Ex. 20)
8. Since there is no question of discontinuance of the alleged
offensive advertising involved here , Commission Exhibits 16
through 20 are disregarded in determining whether respondent'

advertising is false advertising as alleged in the compJaint. These
were published after the issuance of the complaint.

Commission

Exhibit 13 is also disregarded because there was no proof of
dissemination by maiJ or in

commerce of the Atlanta Constitu-

tion for the year 1953.

9. It was stipulated that the average paid daily circulation
of the Atlanta .J oumal going by mail to people inside and outside
of Georgia during the year 1955 was 12 077 nnd the average paid

Sunday circulation during 1955 of the combined

paper going by

mail to people inside and outside of Georgia was approximately

340; that the average number of copies

of the daily Atlanta

means (mail , bus
airJine , etc. ) during the year 1955 was 7 427 and that the average
Sunday circulation of the combined paper during 1955 going outside the State by any means \vas approximately 45 041. The
J ouma! going outside of the State by any

average daily circulation of the .J Dumal during 1955 was 253 992
and the average Sunday circulation of the combined paper during
1955 was 492

890.

10. Following arc some quotations

from the advertisements

men tioned above:

DANDR1JFF , the commonest hail' problem , is also the commonest cause of
haldness!
Not dandruff as you
see
, but imbedded dandruff. . . the kind that lodges
d(,,,.,' in your hair tubes to choke off hair gro'\vth . ill( kind that plays a

perfect host" to hair- killing' bacteria. (Com. Ex. 4)
You can t get rid of it with " tonics " shampoos , or

other ordinary methods.

But you can get rid of it with Voss treatment.
THINK TWICE before you adopt and follow the old " do nothing " method
of preserving your hair.
Time was when nothing could he done to prevent baldness , and it didn
matter a bit if you believed that baldness was due to heredity, age , or what
fJaVe you.

, "
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ot now. This is the mid- 20th-century.
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s most famous scalp speciaJist
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Going bald now ,

gua.rantees

in this city where

to stop excess hair loss

t make sense.
If you have hair now , you can keep it--with the help of Voss Hair Experts.
Even " fuzz " can be replaced with long- and strong hairs- with the professional help of Voss Hair Experts.
Excessive hair loss , dandruff , itchiness , dryness or oiliness can be corrected
in short order- with the help of Voss Hair Experts. (Com. Ex. 5)
just docsn

When you re losing hair- no matter how gradually- surncthing is wrong.
It' s not normaL And you re going bald unless you take steps to prevent H.
(Com. Ex. 6)

Specialized Treatment
First thing' to remember , Voss pointed out, is that hair loss may start from
anyone of 18 common

causes. Dandruff in its various forms is one of the

most frequent causes. Others are tight scalp, itching and infection , dry or
oily hair.

Now ask yourself this question: Is it likely that any kind of bottled " curealJ" could do much to correct so many conditions and stop hair loss?
Rut any and all of these (Jiso1'lcrs " Voss said can be easily and compJcteJy coneetel! by our specialized treatment. You see the results at once:
Dandruff goes , itching stol')S , your hair and scalp feel better and look better.
Soon ,

hair faIl decyeO;ses as

much as 90 per cent.

Examination Free
Best of all , your invigorated hail' follides start to replace lost hail' with
healthy new hellr.
;\s the treatment progresses , you ll witness the re- gl'owth of stronger
mOJ'e virile hail"

And best of all , probably you ll acquirc sound new habits of hair- care to
keep your hair heaJthy and growing aftcr treatment is over. (Com. Ex. 7)
If you do need treatment , and enl'olI for it , you ll see quick improvement.

Dandruff , itching clear up at once. Excess oiliness

or dryness arc soon COJ'

rected. Hair faIl slows down to nonnal. )J( W hair grows stl'onger-.(lud
t.hickerl

(Com. Ex. 9)

The healthy scalp grows healthy hair- natnral1y!
Ii seems so obvious " says Director George 1\. Voss, of Voss Hair Experts
you might thinJ, no inteIligent. person would deny its truth. But when yon

accept it , you must rule out practically all the common beJiefs about haldness.
For instance , most people are convinced that baldness is hereditary- runs
in families, " so to speak. Yet I' ve never l1eard any body arguc that you can
inherit an unhealthy scalp. So you can t very ,"ell inherit baldness ,
(Com. Ex. 11)

can you?

How it WOl'

You mail in J',gular repurts to the Voss Hair Experts ,

to kepp them

inforIned of your progress. This enab E's them to chang-e your treatment
ncccssary to get best results.

Voss home treatment ha saved the hair of hundreds of men who were
lmable to take rqwlar offce treatmEnt. 1\Ien and women from all the tovms
and cities around Atlnnta- Sewanee , Rome , l\Iarietta , Toccaa , Cairo , Griffn
Brinson- have been lavish in their praise of the home method.
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True , some few men do inherit a scalp structure that may predispose to
early baldness. But any such tendency can be overcome by proper hair care.
(Com. Ex. 12)
The expert talking was George :M. Voss ,

head of Voss Hair Expert here.
He is a trichologist of 30 years experience- More experience in fighting baldness than any other man in the United States. (Com. Ex. 14)

11. Respondent argues that he is in no way responsible for
the dissemination of his advertising by United States mails and
commerce since all he did was to place the advertisements in
the newspapers. Such argument is rejected. If respondent had

in

not placed his advertisements in these newspapers they would
not have been disseminated by United States mails or in commerce
through this medium. Respondent's acts were the moving cause
or the proximat.e cause of the dissemination by United Statcs

mails and in commerce of the

advertisements. The advertise-

ments so disseminated resulted in people coming in for consultation and treatment.
12. Through the advertisements , so disseminated , respondent
represented directly and by implication that excessive hair loss
and baldness in the great majority of cases arc caused by local
disorders of the scalp such as dandruff , tight scalp, itching and

infection , dry or oily scalp; that the use of his treatment. wil
permanentJy eliminate and cure these disorders l and result in

(1) fuzz heing replaced with long and strong hairs ,

(2) excessive

hair loss and haldness being prevented and overcome un the
growth of new and thicker hair and (4) lost hair being replaced
with healthy new hair. The advertisements also refer to respondent as the Nation s 1eading hair expert and as a trichologist.
J3. The complaint a1leges that the said advertisement.s are falsc

advertisements wit.hin the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act , that is that they are misleading in the fo1lowing
material respects:
14. The great majority of cases of baldness and excessive hair

Joss is the common typc known as male pattern baldness.

Re-

garclless of the exact formula or combination of the preparations
used and regardless of the method of treatment in respondent'

offce or t.he method of appJication in home treat.ment.s , respondent' s

preparations '."ill not in

such cases prevent or overcome

baldness; wi1l not. cause hair t.o grow t.hicker and wi1l not grow
11CW hair or restore oJd hair. Moreover the ingredients contained
) Sl' ," finding on simiJar ad\',"rtisin
Dock'"t Nu. 6554 ,

in reg"ard to dandruff and itching in

adopted by the Commission on May 12 , 195H.

liishojJ l/"h Experts
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in respondent's preparations will not permanently eliminate
dandruff , itching, dryness or oiliness of the scalp and will not
cause fuzz to be replaced by long and strong hair. Neither the

respondent nor his employees have undergone competent professional training in dermatology or any other branch of medicine

pertaining to trcatment of scalp disorders affecting thc hair.
15. To support these allegations , the testimony of two expert
dermatologists was offered , Dr. Hiram M. Sturm of Atlanta
Ga. , and Dr. James W. Burks , Jr. , of New Or!eans , La. Their
quaJifications as experts are in the record.
16. There was comp!ete unanimity of opinion by Dr. Sturm

and Dr. Burks , Jr. on the following points:

17. The most common type of baldness is the type known as
which comprises 95
of al1 cases of baldI,
ness. Fuzz on the head of an adult is never replaced by mature

male pattern baldness ,

hair or what is called terminal hair. The hearing examiner understands this to be the same as H long and strong hair " referred to
in one of respondent' s advertisements. Ko combination of the
ingredients in respondent' s

preparations applied to the scalp, with

or without the physical therapy, emp!oyed by

respondent or any

other kinel of therapy will permanently e!iminate or cure dandruff

itching, oiliness or dryness of the scalp, or cause fuzz to be
replaced by long or strong hair. No combination of the ingredients
in respondent' s preparations appJied to the scalp vlith or without

the physical therapy employed by respondent or any other kind
of therapy will prevent or overcome male pattern baldness , or in
cases of male pattern baldness , cause hair to grO\v thicker , or

longer or stronger , or cause ne"\' hair to grow , or cause lost hair
to be replaced with new hair.
1 8. Dr. Sturm further testified that one may have fuzz on the

scalp and still have male pattern baldness. In such cases the
hair follicles gradually atrophy and cease to produce hair. The
hearing examiner understands this to mean that one does not
have to be completely bald to have male pattern ba!dness. It is a

gradual process ,

that may be going on long before it is apparent.
19. Doctor Sturm thought the terms " scalp specialist" and

tdchologist" used in the advertisements implied a degree of

learning in the field of the hair and scalp that could only be
testified that while a
dermatoJogist is an expert in the fieJd of the skin and its appendages , including the hair and scalp, the terms " scalp specialist"
possessed by a dermatologist. Dr. Burks

\'.
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and " trichologist" imply a degree of learning in the field of the
derma-

hair and scalp greater than that possessed by the average

tologist. It should only be applied to a dermatologist who had
gone further and made a special study of the hair and scalp.
20. There was some disagreement bctween the two doctors as

to the cause of male pattern baldness. Dr. Sturm said that the
causes were heredity, involving the endocrine gJands ,

and ageing.

. Burks thought these two things were a part of the background
of male pattern baldness ,

but he would not go so far as to say

they were the cause. In fact he did not think the cause had

been definitely established.

21. Each doctor was cross examined at length as to the endocrine system and genetics and each stated that they were not spe-

cialists in these fields. Respondent urges that for this reason the
testimony of both of these

physicians should be stricken or

disregarded.
22. In Commission cases , opinion evidence based on the general
medical and pharmacological knowledge of qualified experts has
been held to constitute substantial evidence even where witnesses
who had personally observed the effect of the product testified to
the contrary. ' Furthermore the questions about the endocrine

system and genetics asked on cross- examination \vere on the point

of the cause of male pattern baldness , which is not an issue in the

case. Both of the experts who testified were familiar with the
ingredients in respondent' s preparations and \vith the method

of physical treatment employed by respondent. Their answers
were based upon that and their experience as dermatologists.

Their testimony is not disputed by anything else in the record.
Respondent asks the hearing examiner to take " judicial notice
of the writings of Doctors McCarthy and Savill. This request
is rejected , nor will the hearing examiner take omcia! notice of
their writings. Even if such writings had been offered in evidence , to accept them would establish a precedent for ftooding
the record with scientific writings without the authors heing

presented for cross-examination, C\Furthermore

scientific ,vritings are usua1Jy
in
technical language and the help of an expert is
needed in many instances for the hearing examiner to clearly
Bristol- M)jfJra

lE5 F. 2d

Co.

316; Sce alsu article in

58 and cases then'in cited;

)"dia1;Q La1/ J()nnal

Spring 195, entitled

lp,'i"

143 F.

1'T(11'i1l9 the Falsity uf Ad-

,'cTti.8in!l: The McAm11lty RNIc and EX11ert E1'dc11CC
3 Sce Opinion of Commission in

1958.

W1lbrf1ltt SI/stem P1"od1lcts COTpar"t. ion , rt al

issued May
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without the author being

, there is no way

of knowing

whether such writings express the current opinions 01' the authors.
Because of new experiments , or for other reasons the

virrilers

may have changed their opinions since the artic1es were written.
23. It is therefore found that respondent' s

said advertisements

were false in representing that his treatments will permanently
eJiminate or cure dandruff , itching and dryness or oiliness of the
scalp and result in fuzz being rep1aced with long and strong hair.
The advertising claims that respondent' s

treatments ,,,,in result

in excessive hair 10ss and baldness being prevented and overcome; will result in the grmvth of nc\v and thicker hair and in

lost hair being replaced with no,\, hair are also false because such
cJaims are not limited to cases other than those coming- within

the classification of male pattern baldness. Respondent' s said
advertising is also false in representing him as a trichologist and
as a scaJp specialist.
24. Respondent' s said advertisements were also false adver-

tisements as alleged in the complaint for another reason. Section
15 of the Federal Trade Commig,ion Act provides that in determining whether any advertisement is misleading there shall
be taken into account the extent to ,vhieh Ule advcl' tisement
fails to revea1 facts material in the light of the representations
made. Respondent' s advertisements imply that his treatmenb

,vill prevent or overcome baldness in all cases , or at least the
whereas under the evictence they will be

great majority of cases ,

totally ineffective for these purposes in 951, ; of all cases of bald-

ness. Fai1ure of respondent to reveal this last mentioned fact in
his advertisements is itself misleading. It is so found. As alleged in
the complaint:
In advertisir1g that his preparations (i. , treatments) will cause hair to
grow and will overcome baldnpss , respondent suggests that there is a reason-

phle probability that hair less or baldness in any particular case may be due
to a cause for which his preparations (j. , treatments) wil be of benefit and
ccnstitllte an effectivt: trcDtment. In truth and in fact

the instances in which

loss of hair or baldness is clue to a cause or condition for "which

pncparations (i.

respondent'

, treatments) will be of benefit am! "will constitute an etfpctive

treatment are ran'

25. The hearing examiner finds himself entirely in accorcl with

, and ,vith the statement that " there is no reasonable probability that any particular case of baldness is caused

this quotation
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by a condition for which respondent' s

preparations may be

heneficia1."4
26. Section 12 (a) (1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act

reads as fol1ows :

It shall be unlawful for any person , partner::hip or corporation to disseminate or cause to bp. disseminated any false advertisementBy United States mails or in commen' e by any means , for the purpose of
inducing, or which is likely to induce , directly or indirectly the purchase of
food , drugs ,

devices and cosmetics.

27. It has been found that respondent' s advertisements were

false and that they were disseminated by the United States mails
and in commerce. The

evic1enee shmvs

the

preparations to be

cosmetics. They were to be applied to the hair and scalp and were
intended for clean8.ing and promoting attractiveness.
28. There only remains to be considered \vhether the dissemi-

nation of the advertising was for the purpose of inducing or
likeJy to induce the purchase of the preparations. The advertising
does not mention the preparations but advertises the Voss Hair

Bishop HaiT E. peTts , et aI. Docket
No. 6;'54 , the Commission said that the presence of the word

treatments. In the matter of

treatment" or the abscnce of thc mention of a

commodity or a

description of its qualities in the advertising is not conclusive.

29. The hearing examiner refuses to hold that a sale of the
preparations was involved when they were used in giving a treatment as described in the record by respondent. In the opinion of
the Commission in the
Wybrant.
case , Docket No. 6472 there is
a statement as to the factors to be inc1uded in considering whethcr
such use of preparations in giving treatments constitutes a sale.
Here , as there , the record is insufficient to support such h01ding.
30. The record fully support.s conclusions that the furnishing
of cosmetic and medicinal preparations in the form of a treatment

kit to some chents for use at home constitutes

sales of such

preparations. The evidence further shows that both those takin!,

offce treatments sole1y and those receiving home treatment kits

in addition to offce treatments wen, charged for refills of the
shampoo , solvent and Triseptol , in addition to the cost of the
treatments and to the cost of the kits. These were a1so sales.

It is not control1ing that t.here is no showing as to the amount of
i()n ;n the Matta of William T. Loc r:h 1'
(witn modification on flTJother point) November
. 1957; l-Nslw)) llah E:tpeTI. , el aI. Docket No- 11554 , al!ol,l"d by tr,e Commission Mny 12

1 For precedeng on this point sce

Docket Ko. 6305 ,

1958.

h1rl;(Ll De(;i

::tlopted by tne Commi!'8ion ,
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home treatment kits or refil1s that were sold during- any year
or any other particular period of time. There evidently were
suffcient sales of the latter item to justify respondent' s sending-

out a printed card showing the price thereof. A1l purchases of

the kits and refil1s were by those who had taken treatments and
who presumably orig-inal1y presented themselves for diag-nosis and
treatment as a result of the said advertisements. This satisfies

the requircments of the statute as to advertising " for the purpose
of inducing or which is likely to induce , directly or indirectly the
purchase of * * * cosmetics. " Sales in " commerce " are not necessary for a violation of Section 12 (a) (1).

31. Consideration has been given to the

question as to whether

there is suffcient public interest to justify an orcler to cease and
desist. The dissemination of the said advertising, through the
United States mails and in commerce was substantial. The fact
that such advertising was suhstantial and was false and the cirpur-

cumstance that such advertising has served to induce the

chase of the aforementioned items supply the necessary public

interest.

32. The use by the respondent of the false

advertisements

disseminated as aforesaid , has had and now has the capacity ano
tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the

purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that
the statements and representations in said advertisements were

true and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public
to visit respondent' s offce for the purpose of eonsultation and
treatment and to purchase respondent' s preparations bccam e of

\1ch erroneou and mistaken belief.

33. The aforesaid act and practices of respondent are all
to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair

and c1ec.eptive acts and practices

in

commerce within the intent

rind meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER
11
is o?"de,'
That the respondent George M. Voss trading as
Voss Hair Experts of Georgia or under an:v othcr name or names

and respondent' s

agents , represcntativefi and employecfi , directly

or through any corporatc or other device in connection with the

, sale or distribution of the various cosmetic or
other preparations set out in the findings herein , or of any other

offering for sale

preparations for use in the treatment of hair and scalp conditions

do forth,,,ith cease and desist from directJy or indirectly:
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1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by means of
in
commerce as " comthe United States mails , or by any means

merce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , any ad-

vertisement whieh represents directly or by implication:
(a) That the use of such preparations alone or in conjunction

with any method of treatment wil1:
(1) PermanenUy eliminate or cure dandruff , itching, dryness

or oUiness of the scalp,
(2) Cause fuzz to be replaced with long or strong hair
(3) Prevent or overcome excessive hair loss or baldness , un-

less such representation be expressly limited to cases othcr than
those known as male pattern baldness and unless the advertise-

ment clearly and conspiciously reveals that in the great majority
e:- cessive hair loss , respondent' s said

of cases of baldness and

preparations and treatments are of no value whatever.
(4) Cause new hair to grow , cause hair to gTOVl thicker , cause

lost hair to be replaced with new hair , or otherwise grow hair

unJess such representation be expressly limited to ease:: other
than those known as male pattern baldness , and unless the ad-

vertisement clearly and conspicuously reveals that the use of sain

preparations and treatment wil1 be of no value whatever in the
great majority of cases

(b) That respondent ,

his agents , representatives or employees
have had competent training in dermatology or other branches
of medicine having to do with the diagnosis and treatment of
scalp disorders affecting the hair , or are trichologists or scalp

specialists.
OP1NJO

OF THE COMMISSION

By SECREST ,

Commissioner:
The complaint , as amended , charges respondent with violation

of the Federal Trade Commission Act lhrough the dissemination
in commerce and by the United States mail of false advertise-

ments for variQl1s cosmetic and medicinal preparations , advertised Jor external use in the treatment of conditions of the hair
and scalp. The hearing examiner in his initial decision held that
the allegations of the complaint were sustained by the evidence
and ordered respondent to cease and desist the advertising found
to he unlawful. Respondent has appealed from the initial decision
and from certain rulings by the hearing examiner.

Taking first the issues raised by the appeal from the findings
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and order ,

respondent contends that his business is not subject

to the jurisdiction of the Commission under Section 12 (a) (1) of
the Federal Trade Commission Act in that he did not disseminate
or cause to be disseminated advertisements by 111ail 01' in commerce. The argument that an advertiser has no control over the
methods of circulation of newspapers in which his advertising

appears and cannot be held responsible for the dissemination of
such advertising lad;:s sound legal basis.
Shate , et al. v. Pederal
v.
United
Scalp Clinic Docket
:-0. 6497 (Decided June 10, 1958). The hearing examiner , there
fore , properly concluded that by placing advertisements in news-

(C. A. 6, 1958) ;
Johnson Hair
(C. A. 5, 1958) ; and

TmAe Commission

States

Sidney J. M,wlleT

papers which are distributed by the United States mail and in
commerce , respondent had caused the dissemination by mail and
in commerce of such advertisements.
The appeal also excepts to the hearing examiner s holding that

through use of the word " trichologist" and by other means in
his advertising, respondent has falsely represented that he has
had competent training in dermatology and other branches of

medicine having to do with the treatment of scalp disorders affecting the hair. Hespondent has described himself in his ad" a " hair expert" and a " scalp spe-

vertising as a " trichologist

cialist." According to

the uncontradicted testimony of the

the term " trichologist" denotes a dermatologist
specializing in the branch of medicine having to do \-\lith the

expert witnesses ,

hair and diseases affecting the hair and sc.alp. They also testified
that the terms " hair expert" and " scalp specialist" imply a degree

of learning in the field of hair and scalp that could

only be pos

sessed by a dermatologist. The evidence is also c1ear that rcspondent has not undergone competent professional training in
dermatology or any other branch or medicine pertaining to treat-

ment of disorders affecting the hair. vVe therefore concur in the

hearing examiner s findings on this point.
Respondent also contends that the prohibition in the order

against use of the term " scalp specialist" goes beyond the issues
raised by the complain1. The advertising s designation of rcspondent as a " scalp specialist" is merely a variation or expansion
of the basie theme \vhereby, as charged in the complaint , respondent has misrepresented his qualifications and scientific training in treating hair disorders. Hence , there is sound legal basis

for including in the order a specific prohibiti011 against use of

, "
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this term.

v.

Consume?' Sales COTpo1'tion

Ferle?"rLl Tmde Com-

mission 198 F. 2d404 (1952).
Respondent also contends that the hearing examiner erred in

finding that respondent had represented through his advertising
that his treatments will permanently eliminate dandruff , itching,
dryness or oiliness of the scalp.
The advertising contains the following claims:
Excessive hair loss , dandrufT , itchiness , dryness or oiliness can be corrected
in short order- with the help of Voss Hair Experts.
When you re losing hair-no matter how gTadually- somcthing is wrong.
It' s not normal. And you re going bald unless you take steps to prevent it.
Specia1izcu Treatment
First thing to remember , Voss pointed ont , is that hair loss may start from
anyone of 18 common causes. Dandruff in its various forms is one of the most
frequent causes. Others are tight scalp, itching and infection , dry or oily haiJ'
NtH\' ask yourself this question: Is it likely that any kind of bottled " cure-

all" could do much to correct so many conditions and stop hair loss?
But any and all of these disorders " Voss said can be easily and compJete1y c01Tcdr:c! by our specialized treatment. You see the results at once:
Dandruff g02S , itching stops ,

Scan ,

your hair and scalp fpC'l better anel look better.

hair falI dc.crca!:;es "" m,!ch as

00

pel'cent."

Examination Free
Best of aJl , yonr invigorated hair follicles start to replace lost hair with
healthy new hair.

Through use of the foregoing statements , respondent if, represent.ing that dandruff , itchiness , dryness and oiJiness are causes
of excessive hair 10ss antl that by correcting these conclitioT1S

he can prevent baJdness and cause hair to gTO\'\. He is , therefore
omising something more than temporary alleviation of danctrufT

itching, dryness and oiliness; he is representing that he can cun:
or correct these disorders of the scalp and thereby restore hair
and prevent baldness. His claims are made with respect to eorrections of a permanent nature and not merely to a temporary

benefit limited to the period during which the treatments
rec.eived or during \vhich the preparations are used.
Respondent also contends that the hearing examiner erred in
finding that responc1enl has represented that his services and

treatments would stop excessive hail' fall in the type of baldness
known to dermatologists as male pattern ba1c1ness , that he could

prevent or overcome ma1e pattern baldness ,

or induce new hair to

grow in male pattern bahlness. The hearing examiner specifically
found in this connection that respondent' s advertisements imply
that his treatments Ivil1 prevent or overcome baldness in a11 cases
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or at least the great majority of cases. The respondent' s adver-

tising includes the following statements and claims:
DANDRlJF'F , the commonest hair problem , is also the commonest cause of
baldness!
see
, but imbedded dandruff. . . the kind that lodge"
Xot dandruff as you

down in yonr hair tubes to choke off hair growth. . the kind that plays a
perfect host" to hair- killing bacteria.
You can t get rid of it with " tonIcs "

Ehampoof' , or other ordinary methods.

But you can get rid of it with Voss treatment.
THI:!' K TWICE before you adopt ancJ follow the old " do nothing " method
of preserving your hair.
Time was when nothing could be done to prevent baldness , and it didn
maUer a bit if you believed that baldness was due to heredity, age, or what
have you.

Kat now. This is trJe mid- 20th-century. Going bald now , in this city where
the nation

s most famous scalp specialist

guuHIJlces

to st.op excess hair loss

sense.
If you have hair now , you can keep it,- with the help of Voss Hair Experts.
Even " fuzz " can he replaced with long and strong hairs- with the profes-

just doesn t make

sioJlal help of Voss Hair Experts.
In view of these claims ,

we hold that the finding by the hearing

examiner on this point was correct.
There is undisputed evidence j n

the record that the type of
ba1dness known as male pattern baldness comprises 95 % of all

cases of baldness. By representing that his treatmcnts can prevent or overcome baldness in all cases , or in the great majority of
cases, respondent has , of course , representE;cl that he eaD effectively
treat baldness

01" the male pattern type. The hearing examiner

conclusions as to the fa1sity of respondent' s advertising repre-

sentations have fulI support in the record.
Hespondent points out that the order of the hearing examiner

wouJd prohibit him from disseminating certain advertising elaims
in connection with the offering for sale , sale or distribution of
the various cosmetics or other preparations set out in the findings
herein , or of any other preparations for use in the treatment of
hair and scalp eonditions. " He contends that the order is at
variance \vith the complaint since the complaint does not charge
the dissemination of false advertising of preparations other than

those sold by respondent. He also argues that the order is not
supported by the findings of the hearing examiner since the
findings re1ate to respondent'

s treatments and do not inc1ude

;:my other preparations.

It is well seWed that a Commission order need not be limited
to enjoining

specific acts which are charged and founel

to be
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Henhey

v.

Chocolate COTporation

Commission 121 F. 2d 968 (1941);
v.
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The uncontradicted testi-

mony of the two expert witnesses clearly establishes that there
are no preparations or treatments which wil1 permanently eliminate or cure dandruff , itching, dryness or oiliness of the scalp,
cause fuzz to be replaced by long- or strong hair , prevent or

overcome male pattern baldness , or in cases of male pattern bald-

ness cause hair to grow thicker , or longer or stronger , or cause
new hair to grow , or cause lost hair to be replaced with new hair.
We construe the findings set forth in paragraph 17 of the initial
decision as in substance expressing these Same conclusions. In
opinion that the order is not too broad
view thereof
, we are of

the

and that the prohibitions thereof should extend to respondent'

use of advertising in connection with the offering for sale , sale
or distribution " of any other preparations for use in the treatment of hair and scalp conditions.

Respondent also argues that Section 12 of the Act applies to
the advertising of products and not to the advertising of treatments. It is his contention ,

therefore , that the order is invalid

since it does not contain a reservation to the effeci that it will
2.pply only to the dissemination of false advertisements

which

induce or are likely to induce the purchase of his products. The
hearing examiner correctly found that althoug-h respondent' s advertising docs not mention preparations , the dissemination thereof
in commerce comes within the scope of Section 12 (a) (1) of the
Act. As we stated in

(Decided ?day 12 ,

Bishop llail" E:rpe"l.

, et aI.

Dockct No. 6554

1958) :

\Ve do not thirJk that the preS(' Jl('e

of the word " treatment"

or the absence

of mention of a commodity or a description of its qualities is necessarily
conclusive. The question is whether the net dIed of the advertisement was

likely to induce directly or indirectly the purchase of cosmetics.
The hearing examiner properly found that although respond-

ent' s advertising referred to his treatments ,

the dissemination

thereof ,vas for the purpose of inducing or likely to induce the
purchase of the preparations. Inasmuch as the order is expressly

limited in its application to practices promoting the sale of preparations , no further restriction thereof js necessary.
I,espondent contends that the hearing examiner

committed

prejudicia1 error in denying respondent' s motion to exclude from
the hearing room an expert witness who had not as yet testified.
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He contends that the expert , having heard respondent testify,
was " briefed"

on what the nature of respondent' s

and that this tended to destroy his

testify.

testimony ,vas
objectivity when he did

It would appear from a review of the record
portion of respondent' s

that the only

testimony which had any bearing on the

testimony given by the expert witness concerned respondent'

method of treating hair and scalp conditions. There can be no
objection to this information being imparted to the expert in

some form so that he mighi express an opinion as to the effectivcness of respondent' s treatments. We can think of no sound rea-

son , and none has been suggested by respondent , why the expert'

objectivity would be affected because the information came from
respondent himself rather than from some other source. The
purpose of the rule of exclusion or sequestration is merely to

prevent one prospective witness from being taught by hearing
another

s testimony.

(Wigmole on Evidence

3d ed. (1940), Sec.

1838. ) An order of exclusion is not demandable as a matter of

right but is rather a matter wit bin tbe discretion of the trial
judge.

(Jones , The Law of Evidence in Civil Cases 3d eel. (1924),

pp. 1257- 1259;

Wig"'(JI' , sv)J1"

Sec. 1839. ) Altbough an expert

witness may be placed under the rule if there is

any reason to

believe he m ty be influenced by the testimony of other witnesses

we are cf the opinion that no such reason existed here and that
there was no abuse of the hearing examiner s
ing re 'llondent's motion to exclude the witness.

discretion in deny-

Respondent also appeals from the hearing examiner s ruling

denying a motion to strike , for lack of competence , the testimony

of the two doctors who testified in behalf of the complaint. He
nrgues that although neither of the doctors was quaJificd as an
expert geneticist or an expert endocrinologist , they discussed the
cause of male pattern baldness in terms of heredit:y, endocrine
balance and aging to explain why they felt that the condition

would be untreatable. The record discloses ,

ho\vever , that the

opinion expressed by each of the doctors with respect to the

futility of attempting to treat baldness of t.he male pattern type
was based upon his experience as a dermatologist and not upon
any knowledge he may have had with respect to the cause of

the condition. The two doctors merely advanced theories as to
the cause of male paUern baldness and the information elicited
on cross- examination with respect thereto was not relevant to any
of the issues in the case. The hearing examiner , therefore , prop-

:*
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erly denied the motion to strike the testimony of the two

witnesses.

No question has heen raised on appeal with respect to the hearing examiner

s ruling that sales of preparations were made by

respondent only when those persons taking offce treatments and
those receiving home treatment kits were charged for reti1s of
shampoo , solvent and Triseptol. The evidence shmvs that respondent' s clients who receive home and otlee treatment are fur-

nished a home treatment kit containing the same preparations
which are applied during offce treatments , the shampoo , solvent
and Triseptol , a booklet of instructions and a hair brush. This
kit contains enough of the formulas for 32 home treatments , a
four- months ' supply. During this period , the client is required
to come in for offce treatment once a month although he may get
as 111any offce treatments as he can take.
Despite the fad that the client must be examined and treated
by respondent before receiving the kit and must come in at least
once a month for an offce treatment , it is beUeved that the

transaction is something other than the sale of a series of treat-

Wybmnt System Pmducts
the important question to be
determined \vith respect to such a transaction is ,,
:( does

ments by respondent. As we stated in

CO/' lJoml. ,:o"

et a.

Docket No. 6472 ,

it consist mainly of a transfer of gouds

or is it basically the

rendering of a service in ,vhich the use of preparations is purel:y
incidental thereto?" Insofar as the arrangement between respondent and the home and offce c1ient is concerned , the ofIce
treatments furnished by respondent appear to be merely incidental to the sale of the home treatment kit. ICespondent himself
has so indicated hy testifying that in addition to the kit , the

client receives as many offce treatments as he can take " without

amount
charged clients taking oince treatments exclusive1y, $170 for 40
any extra charge. " Furthermore , the difference in the

treatments , and that charged elicnts receiving the home treatment kit , $80 for 32 home treatments plus an indefinite number
of of1ce treatments , would indicate that the laUer class of clients
is purchasing the product rather than the service.
We are ot the opinion , therefore ,

that in addition to the sales

of refills of the various preparations ,

as found by the hearing

examiner , the transactions involving the furnishing of home treat-

ment kits to certain clients constitute sales by respondent of the
preparations contained in such kits.
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Respondent' s appeal is denied and the initial decision , modified
to conform with this opinion , will be adopted as the decision of
the Commission.
FINAL ORDER

This matter having been heard by the Commission upon respondent' s appeal from the hearing examiner s initial decision

and upon briefs and oral argument in support thereof and in
opposition thereto; and the Commission having rendered its de-

cision denying the appeal and directing modification of the initial
decision:
is
It
onlered That paragraphs 30 and 31 of the initial decision
be modified to read as follows:

30. The record fully supports conclusions that the furnishing
of cosmetic and medicinal preparations in the form of a treatment

kit to some clients for use at home constitutes sales of such

preparations. The evidence further shows that both those taking
offce treatments solely and those receiving home treatment kits
in addition to offce treatments were charged for refills of the
shampoo ,

solvent and Triseptol , in addition to the cost of the

treatments and to the cost of the kits. These were also sales. It

is not controlling- that there is no showing as to the amount of
home treatment kits or refil1s that were sold during any year or
any other particular period of time. ' There evidently ,vere suff-

cient sales of the latter item to justify respondent' s sending out a
printed card showing the price thereof. All purchases of the kits
and refills were by those who had taken treatments and who
presumably originally presented themselves for diagnosis and
treatment as a result of the said advertisements. This satisfies
the requirements of the statute as to advertising " for the purpose

of inducing or which is likely to induce ,
the purchase of

: :I

cosmetics. " Sales

directly or indirectly

commerce "

in

are not

necessary for a violation of Section 12 (a) (1).
31. Consideration has been given to the

question as to whether

there is suilcient public inierest to justify an order to ccase and
desist. The dissemination of the said advertising, through the
l)nited States mails and in commerce was substantial. The fact
that such advertising was substantia! and was false and the circumstance thai such advertising has served to induce the purchase of the aforementioned items supply the necessary public

interest.
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It is further ordeTed

examiner ,

That the initial decision of the hearing

as so modified , be , and it hereby is , adopted as the

decision of the Commission.

It is fwDwr on/ered

That respondent ,

within sixty (60) days after service upon

with the Commission a report ,

George M. Voss ,

in writing, setting forth in detail

the manner and form in which he has complied
t.o cease and desist.

shall

him of this order , file
with the order
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IN TIlE J\A TTER OF

WARD BAKING CQ;1PANY
CONSi' NT ORDER , ETC., IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION

OF SEC. 2(d) OF 'IIIi' CLAYTON ACT

1957- lJeci s1:0?l FelJ.
, 1959
Cement order requiring a baking corporation in New York City, with net
Dockct 6833.

Complain!. ,

July

000 , to cease discriminating in price in
vioJation of Section 2(cl) of the Clayton Act by granting promotional
alJowances to some customers but not to their competitors and not on

sales in 1956 exceeding $100 000

proportionally equal terms, such as payment of 5
(X-, of the wholesale price
on purchases in excess of $50 a week to retaiJers in the Xcw Haven , Conn.
and Philadelphia , Pa' trading areas.

COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission ,

having reafion to believe that

vVard Baking Company, hereinafter designated

as respondent

has violated and is now violating- the provisions of subsection (d)
of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as amended by the RobinsollPatman Act , approved June 19 , 1936 (U.
, TitJe 15 , Sec. 13),
hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges with respect
thereto as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. vVard Baldng Company is a corporation organized and doing business under and by virtue of the Jaws of the
State of Nevv York , with its otIce and principal place of business

Jocated at475 Fifth Avenue , Xew York City, N.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now and for several years last past has
been engaged in the business of baking- and selling bakery prod-

, rolls and pies.

ucts including bread , cakes
Said products arc
sold to customers with places of business located in the several
States of the United States and in the District of CoJumbia , for

resale to t.he purchasing public. Hespondent is an interstate enterprise conducting its bllsiness :from 23 baking facilities. located
throughout the l;nited

State::.. Its net sa1es in

1956 exceeded

$100 000, 000.

PAR. 3. 1n the course and conduct oJ its business , respondent
has engaged in commerce , as " commerce " is defmed in the C1ayton

Act , as amended ,

having 8hippec1

its products from the p1ac:e

\vhere such products are manufactured in various States of the
United States to its customers having places of business Jocated
in other States of the United States and in the District of CoJum-

WARD BAKING COMPANY
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bia. There is and has been a constant stream of trade in commerce
in respondent' s

products among the various States and the District of Co1umbia.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business in commerce
as aforesaid , respondent has paid or contracted to pay, money,

goods , or other things of value to or for the benefit of some of its

customers as compensation in consideration for services and facilities furnished , or contracted to be furnished , by or through
such customers in connection with the processing, handling, sale
or offering for sale of the products which respondent bakes , sells
or offers for sale; and respondent has not made or contracted to
make such payments or considerations available on proportionally
equal terms to aU its other customers competing in the sale and
distribution of such products.
PAR. 5. Specifically, respondent during the past two years:
1. Paid allowances to some customers ,

but did not do so or

offer to do so in any amount , to other competing customers.
2. When paying

such allowances to competing customers ,

re-

quired some of ihem to comply with certain terms and to furnish
reciprocal services , but did not require others to do so in any

manner or required them to do su in a less burdensome manner or
in lesser amounts, and not proportionally equal by any test.
3. In determining allowances to be paid competing customers
did so on the basis of promotional agreements ",ith each such

customer , allowing a 5

; allowance of the regular wholesale price

to customers who purchased in excess of $50 week1y of respondent' s products , which resulted in proportionaJ1y unequal , different
and arbitrary terms.

PAR. 6. Allowances , paid by respondent as aforedescribed ,

in-

clude those offered and granted to certain favored customers , but
not to other competing customers , in consideration for newspaper
and handbill advertising and placement in such favored customers
retail outlets of posters , signs , window and counter displays and
other like items arlvertising respondent' s various products. Said

allowances have been granted and are being granted by respond-

ent in several trading areas ,

including the trading areas of Ncvv

Haven , Conn. and Philadelphia , Fa.
A great majority of respondent' s customers , located in these

mme trade areas and in competition with the favored customers
do not rcecivc and have not receiycd any such allowances from
respondent.
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PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondent , as above alleged
violate subsection (d) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as

amended by the Robinson- Patman Act. (D.

C. Title 15 , Sec.

13.
MT. Wiliam W, Rogal

and

M,' ,

Fmnklin A.

Snyde,'

for the

Commission.
S1dlivan

York , N.

C,' omwell

by

M,' .

John F. Dooling, h. of New

, for respondent.

INITIAL DECISION BY ABNER E. LIPSCOMB , HEARING EXAMINER

The complaint herein was issued on July 8 ,

1957 , charging

respondent with making payments , during the two preceding

years , to certain favored customers , \vhich payments were not
made available on proportionally equal terms to other competing
customers , in violation of
2 (d) of the Clayton Act as amended
by the Hobin son- Patman Act (D. C. Title 15
13).
Thereafter , on December 1 , 1958 , respondent , its counsel , and
counsel supporting the comp1aint entered into an Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and Desist ,

which was approved

by the director and an assistant director of the Commission s Bu-

reau of Litigation , and thereafter
aminer for consideration.

submitled to the hearing ex-

The agreement identifies respondent Ward Baking Company
as a New York corporation , with its offce and principal place of
business located at475 Fifth Avenue , New York , N.

Respondent admits all the jurisdictional facts alleged

in the

complaint , and agrees that the record may be taken as if findings
of jurisdictiona1 facts had been duly ma(lc in accordance v'lith
such allegations.
Hespondent waives any further procedure before the hearing

examiner and the Commission; the making of findings of fact
and conclusions of law; and all

of the rights it may have to

challenge or contest the validity of the order to cease and desist

entered in accordance with the agreement. All parties agree that
the record on which the initial decision and the decision of the
Commission shall be based shall consist solely of the complaint

and the agreement; that the order to cease and desist , as c.ontained
in the agreement ,

when it shall have hecome

a part of the de-

cision of the Commission , sha1l have the same force and effect as
if entered after a full hearing, and may be altered , modified or
set aside in the

manner provided for other orders; that

the

complaint herein may he used in construing the terms of said
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order; and that the agreement is for settlement purposes only, and

does not constitute an admission by respondent that it has violated the law as a11eged in the complaint.
After consideration of the a11egations of the complaint

and the

provisions of the agreement and the proposed order , the hearing

examiner is of the opinion that such order constitutes a satis-

factory disposition of this proceeding. Accordingly, in consonance
with the terms of the aforesaid agreement , the hearing examiner

accepts the Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and
Desist; finds that the Commission has jurisdiction over the respondent and over its acts and practices as a11eged

in the com-

plaint; and tinds that this proceeding is in the public

interest.

Therefore

orde1'd That respondent Ward Baking Company, a corc1evic(
poration , directly or through any corporate or other
It

is

or in connection with the sale of bread and bakery products in
commerce , as " commerce " -is defined in the amended Clayton Act

do forthwith cease and desist from:
Paying or contracting for the payment of anything of value
, or for the benefit of , any customer of respondent as compen-

sation or in consideration for any service or facilities furnished
by or through such customer in connection with the offering for
sale , sale , or distribution of any of respondent' s produds , unless
such payment or consideration is made available on proportional1y

equal terms to all other customers competing in the distribution
of such products.
DECISION OF TilE COMMISSIOK AND ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to Section 3. 21 of the Commission s Rules of Practice , the initial decision of the hearing examiner shalJ, on the
10th day of February 1959 , become the decision of the Commissian; and , accordingly;
is
ordered That respondent Ward Baking Company, a corIt

poration ,

shaH

this order ,

, wiihin sixty (GO) days after service upon it of

file with the Commission a report in writing, setting

forth in detail the manner and form in which
with the order to cease and desist.

it has complied
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IN THE MATTER OF

H. S. STUTTMAN CO. , ET AL.
C00JSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALU';Gl':D VIOLATION OF

THE FEDERAL THADE COMMISSION ACT

Duckd 72- V...

CuwplU1nt. , Au,q. i8 ,

1958- Decisiun , Feb. 10 , 1.959

Consent order requiring New York City sellers of the one- volume " Webster
1Jnificd J)ictional'Y
E.wl
EncyclDpedia " which drew its ba ic mah rial from
two older \'lorks,

La eease representing falsely in advertising and on the

title page that said " Dictional" " \vas a new pubLcation , that all information thercin was complete and lJp- to- date , and that it contained a11 the
fa('ts , fentul'e:o , and material of a giant dictionary and a mnltivolumcd
encyclopedia set; :-IJl requiring t.hem to disclose clearly en the title page

and in advertising- the fad that the

reprinted material when SllCh
M,' . Cha1'is W. O' Connell
Coude?t Emthe?s

by

baal,s were reprints 01' contained

was the case.

for the Commission.
of Washington

Mr. Pe?c!! A. Slio!!,

for respondents.
INITIAL DECISION BY FRANK HIER , HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federa1 Trade Commission
Act , the Federal Trade Commission on August 28 ,

J958 , issued
and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding against
respundents II. S. Si.uttman Cu. , a corporation existing and doingbusiness under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New

York , Harry S. Stuttman , Burton Stuttman and Martin Stuttman , individually and as president , secretary and vice president-

treasurer , respectively, of the corpurate respondent.
On December J6 , J958 , there was submitted to the undersigned
hearing examiner an agreement between respondents H. S. Stuttman Co. and Harry S. Stuttman and counsel supporting the
complaint providing for the entry of a consent order. By the

terms of saiel agreement , respondents admit all the jurisdictional
facts a11eged in the complaint and agree that the record may be

taken as if findings of jurisdictional facts had been duly made
in accordance with such allegations. By such agreement , respondents waive any further procedural steps before the hearing ex-

aminer and the Commission;

,vaive the making of findings

of

fact and conclusions of law; and \vaive all of the rights they
may have to chal1enge or contest the validity of the order to

cease and desist entered in accordance \vith this agreement.

, !'.
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Such agreement further provides that it disposes of a1l of this
proceeding as to alJ parties. Attached to and made of part of
said agreement is an affdavit attesting to the fact that Burton

Stuttman and Martin Stuttman , named as respondents in the
complaint , do not now and never have directed or contr01led the
policies and practices of the corporate respondent. The record
on which this initial decision and the decision of the Commission
sha1l be based sha1l consist solely of the complaint and this agreement , and the latter sha1l not become a part of the olIcial record
unless and until it becomes a part of the decision of the

Com-

settlement purposes only and
does not constitute an admission by respondents that they have
mission. This agreement is for

violated the law as alJeged in the complaint and that the folJowing
order to cease and desist may be entered in this proceeding by
the Commission without further notice to respondents and , when
so entered , it sha1l have the same force and effect as if entered
after a fulJ hearing, and may he altered , modified , or set aside in
the manner provided for other orders; and that the complaint
may be llsed in construing the terms of the order.
The hearing examiner having considered the agreement and

proposed order , and being of the opinion that they provide an

appropriate basis for settement and disposition of this pmceeding, the agreement is hereby accepted , the following jurisdictiona1 findings mr,c1c ,

and the foll()\ving order issued.

1. Respondent H. S. Stuttman Co. is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 1aws of

the State of New York , with its offce and principal place of business located at 404 Fourth Avenue , New York
Y. Respondent

Harry S. Stuttman is president of said corporation and his olIce
and principal place of business is the same as that of the corporate respondent.

2. The Ferle,' al Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the sub.
and the
proceeding is in the public interest.
ject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents ,

ORDER

It -is ordered That respondent H. S. Stuttman Co. , a corporation , and its omeen; , and respondent Harry S. Stuttman , individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any
corporate or other device , in conneciion with the

offering for

sale , sale or distribution in commerce , as " commerce "

is defined
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in the Federal Trade Commission Act of Webster s Unified Dictionary and Encyclopedia , or any other book or publication of the
same general character whether sold under the same or any other
title , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing, directly or by implication , that Webster

Unified Dictionary and Encyclopedia is a new publication ,

pro-

vided that this shall not be construed to forbid respondents from
representing that the manner of presentation of the information
in such book is new.
2. Representing, directly or by implication , that the information in Webster s Unified Dictionary and Encyclopedia is complete or up- to- date.

3. Representing, directly or by implication , that Webster s Unified Dictionary and Encyclopedia contains all of the facts , fealures and materials of a giant dictionary and a multivolumed
encyclopedia sct.
4. Offering for sale , selling or distributing books or other pub-

lications consisting wholly or substantially of reprints of previously published books or other publications ,

unless:

(a) The fact that they are reprints or contain reprinted ma-

terial and the titles of the previously published books or other
publications is clearly disclosed on the title page in immediate
conjunction with the tiUe or in another position adapted readily

to attract the attention of a prospective purchaser; and
(b) The fact that they are reprints or contain reprinted ma-

terial is c1early disclosed in all advertising.
It
is
t",.thel' ordered That the complaint herein be llismissed
as to respondents Burton Stllttman and Martin Stuttman.
DECISION OF THE COMMISSION AND ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to Section 3. 21 of the Commission s Rules of Practice

the initial decision of the hearing examiner shall on the 10th
day of February 1959 ,

become t.he decision oJ t.he Commission;

and , accordingly:
It is ordered

That the respondents H. S. Stuttman Co. , a cor-

poration , and Harry S. Stuttman , individually and as an offr:er

of the corporate respondent , shall ,

service upon them of this order ,

within sixty (60) days after

me with the Commission a re-

port in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with the order to cease and desist.
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IN THE MATTER OF

CARSON PUUE SCOTT & COMP A0:Y
CONSEi'T ORDER ETC. , lK HEGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
AND
THE FUR PRODGCTS LABELING ACTS
Docket 7270.

Complaint ,

1958- JJccision , Feb.

Oct.

, 1959

Consent order requiring a Chicago department store to cease violating the
Fur Products Labeling Act by advertising in letters and otherwise which
represented prices of fur products falsely as " Below original cost " and
by failing to maintain adequate records as a basis for such claims.

for the Commission.
Sidle)!, Austin , Burgess
Smith of Chicago Ill. , by Mr. James
E. S. Ba. kcT for respondent.
Mr. John T. Walker

INITIAL DECISION BY WILLIAM

L.

PACK , HEARING EXAMINER

The complaint in this matter charges the respondent with certain violations of the Fur Products Labeling Act and the Rules
and Regubtions promulgated thereunder , and the Federal Trade
Commission

Act.

An agreement has now been entered into by

respondent and counsel supporting the complaint which provides
among other things , that respondent admits all of the jurisdic-

tional allegations in the complaint; that the record on which the
initial decision and the decision of the Commission sha1l be based
shall consist s01ely of the comp1aint and agreement; that the
inc1usion of finding-s of fact and conclusions of 1aw in the de-

cision disposing of this matter is waived , together with any

further procedural steps before the hearing examiner and the
Commission; that the order hereinafter set forth may be entered
in disposition of the proceeding, such order to have the same
force and eITect as if entered after a full hearing, respondent

specifically waiving any and all rights to

challenge or contest

the validity of such order; that the order may be altered , modified , or set aside in the manner provided for other orders of the
Commission; that the complaint may be used in construing the
terms of the order; and that the agreement is for settement

purposes only and does not constitute an admission by respondent
that it has violated the law as alleged in the complaint.
The hearing examiner having- considered the agreement and
proposed order and being of the opinion that they provide an

adequate basis for appropriate disposition of the proceeding, the

" "
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agreement is hereby accepted , the following jurisdictional fmdings
made , and the following order issued:
1. Respondent Carson Pirie Scott & Company is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under the 1aws of the

State of Ilinois ,

with its offce and principal place of husiness

located at One South State Street , Chicago , Ill.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the

proceeding is in the public interest.
ORDER
It is ordered

That respondent Carson Pirie Scott & Company,

a corporation , and its offcers , representatives

, agents and ern-

employees , directJy or through any corporate or other device, in

connection with the introduction into commerce ,

or the sale , ad-

vertising, offering for sale ,

transportation or distribution , in commerce , of fur products , or in connection \vith the sale , advertising,
offering for sale , transportation , or distribution of fur products
which are made in whoJe or in part of fur ,vhieh has been shipped
and received in commerce , as " commerce, fur " and " fur product" are defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act , do forthwith
cease and desist from:
1. Falsely or deceptively advertising fur products through the
use of any advertisement , representation , public announcement
or notice which is intended to aid , promote or assist , directly or
indirectly, in the sale , or offering for sale of fuy products , and

which:
A. Represents , directly or by implication , that prices of fur
products are " Below original cost " or words of similar import

when such is not the fact.

2. Making price claims or representations in advertisements
respecting reduced prices of fur products or that prices of fur
products are be10\v original cost ,

unless respondent maintains

full and adequate records disclosinR t.he facts upon which such
claims or representations are based.

DECISION OF THE CO:VIYlISSION A;.D ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to Section 3. 21 of the Commission s Rules of Practice

the initial decision of the hearing examiner shall ,
day of February 1959 , become the decision of the

and , accordingly:

on the 1 Jth
Commission;

CARSON PIRIE SCOTT & COMPANY
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It is ordered That the respondent herein shall , within sixty
(60) days after service upon it of this order , file with the Com-

mission a report in writing setting forth in detaiJ the manner
and form in which it has complied with the order to cease and

desist.

" "
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IN THE MATTER OF

DERRY FIBRE MILLS , INC. , ET AI,
CONSENT ORDER, ETC. , IN HE(;ARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

Duckd

7275.

AND

Complni1tt ,

ACTS

THE WOOL PRODL'CTS LABEUNG

Oct.

1958- Decision , Feu.

, 1.59

COJIent order requiring a manufacturer in Derry, N. , to cease violating the
WooJ Products LabeJing Act by failing to label wooJen st.ocks as required
100% wool
by t.he Ad , and by invoicing the stocks falsely as " all wool
and " lOO(A

all wool stade.

Garland
for the Commission,
S. Fe1' g1!SOn
Hespondents , for themselves.

M,' .

ITIAL DECISION BY AH ER E. LIPSCOMB , HEARING EXAMI
The complaint herein was issued on October 8 ,

respondents with misbranding and falsely and

1958 , charging
deceptively in-

voicing certain of their wool products ,

in violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act and of the Wool Products LabelingAct of 1939 and the Rules and Regulations promulgaled

there-

under.

Thereafter ,

on December 12 , 1958, respondents and counsel

supporting the complaint herein entered into an Agreement Contabling Consent Order to Cease and Desist , which was approver1

by the acting director and an assistant director of the Commission s Bureau of Litigation , and thereafter submitted to the
hearing examiner for consideration.

The agreement identifies respondent Derry Fibre Mils ,
as a New Hampshire corporation ,

Inc.

with its offce and principal

place of business located at Derry, K.

, and individual respond-

ent Harry Flagler as an offcer of said

corporation , in \vhi('h
capacity he formulates , directs , and controls the policies and

practices of the corporate respondent , his address being the same
as that of the corporate respondent.
Respondents admit

a1l the jurisdictional facts alleged in the

complaint , and agree that the )'ecord may be taken as if finding'

of jurisdictional facts had been

duJy made in accordance with

such allegations,
Respondents \vaive any further procedure before the hearing

examiner and the Commission; the making of findings of fact or
conclusions of law; and all of the rights they may have to ehal-

DERRY FIBRE MILLS , INC" ET AL.
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lenge or contest the validity of the order to cease and desist
entered in accordance with the agreement. All parties

agree

that the record on which the initial decision and the decision of
the Commission shall be based shall consist solely of the complaint and the agreement; that the order to cease and desist , as
contained in the agreement , when it shall have become a part of
the decision of the Commission , shall have the same force and
effect as if entered after a full hearing, and may be altered
modified or sef aside in the manner provided for other orders;
that the complaint herein may be used in construing the terms
of said order; and that the agreement is for settement pur-

poses only, and does not constitute an admission by the respondents that they have violated the law as alleged in the complaint.

the
,
the
hearing
provisions of the agreement and the proposed order
Having considered the allegations of the complaint and

examiner is of the opinion that such order constitutes a satisfactory disposition of this proceeding. Accordingly, in consonance
with the terms of the aforesaid agreement , the hearing examiner

accepts the Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and
Desist; finds that the Commission has jurisdiction over the respondents and over their acts and practices as alleged in the
is in the public in-

complaint; and finels that this proceeding
terest. Therefore

It is onle?' eel That Respondents Derry Fibre Mills , Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers , and Harry Flagler , individual1y and as
an offcer of said corporation , and respondents ' representatives
agents , and employees , directly or through any corporate or other

device , in connection with the introduction or manufacture for

introduction into commerce , or the ofIering for sale , sale , transportation , or distribution in comnlerce as " commerce " is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Wool Products
Labeling Act of 1939 , of woolen stocks or other " wool products
as such products are defined in and subject to said Wool Products
Act do forthwith cease and desist from:
Labeling
Failing- to secure1y affx to , or place on , each such product a
st.amp, tag, or label or other means of identification showing
in a clear and conspicuous manner:

(a) The percentage of the total fiber weight

of such wool

product exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five per centum
of said total fiber weight ,

of (1) wool , (2) reprocessed wool , (3)

reused wool , (4) each fiber other than wool

where ,said

percent-
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age by weight of such fiber is five per centum or more , and (5)
the aggregate of all other fibers;
(b) The

maximum percentage of the total weight of such wool
loading, filling, or adulterating matter;

product of any nonfibrous ,

(c) The name or the registered identification number of the
manufacturer of such wool product or one or 11101'e persons en-

gaged in introducing such wool product into commerce , or in the
offering for sale, sale , transportation , distribution , or delivery for
in
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
shipment thereof
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.

That respondents Derry Fibre Mills,
and its offcers, and Harry Flagler , individually
and as
an offcer of said corporation, and respondents ' representatives , agents , and employees , directly or through any corporate or other device , in connection with the sale or distrihution
It

Inc. ,

is

fU1"the1' O1. de1"ed

a corporation ,

of wooJen stocks or any other products in commerce , as " com-

merce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from , directly or indirectly:

Misrepresenting the constituent fibers of which their products
are composed or the percentaR€S or amounts thereof ,
invoices , shipping memoranda , or in any other manner.

in sales

DECISION OF THE COMMISSIOK A D ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIA!\CE

Pursuant to Section 3. 21 of the Commission s Rules of Practice , the initial decision of the hearing examiner shan, on the
11th day of February 1959 , become the decision of the Commissian; and, accordingly:
It is ordered That respondents Derry Fibre 1\1ills , Ine. , a corporation , and Harry Flagler , individual1y and as an offcer of
said corporation , shall ,vithin sixty (60) days after service upon

them of this order , fie v/ith the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied with the order to cease and desist.

?;.
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IN TIlE MATTER OF

RUTH ELENOWITZ , ET AL.
DOING BUSINESS AS MAHK TRADING
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VlOLATIOK OF'
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMJSSJON ACT
Docket 7281.

Comploint ,

Oct.

1955- Vecision ,

CrmO'ent order requiring a concern in l\aspeth ,

dOJnr. stic

N.

Feb.

, 1.959

, to cease misreTJrescnting

perfumes as French imports through use of the brand name

La Vie En Rose " and advertising them as " The i"avoritc of fashionable
Paris " etc. ; and to cea c advertising that fictitious prices ranKing from
$10 to $27. 50 were regular retail pI" ices of the perfumes , that they were
nationa11y advertised at such prices , and were so1d in we11- known department stores.
M,' . S. F. House
for the Commi,sion.
of New York
M,' . Marlin J. F01' gan!J,

, for respondents,

ITIAL DECISION BY ABNER E. LIPSCOMB , HEARING EXAMINER
On October 17 , 1958 , the complaint herein was issued , charging
respondents ,1,ith the use of false , misleading and deceptive representations in connection

v.,'ith the advertising, sale and distribu-

tion in commerce of perfume products , which are " cosmetics
as that term is defined in the Federa1 Trade

Commission Act;

which representations constitute unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce , in violation of said Act.

Thereafter , on December 5 , 1958 , respondents , their counsel
and counsel supporting the complaint entered into an Agreement
Containing Consent Order to Cease and Desist , which \vas ap-

proved by the acting director and an assistant director of the
Commission s Bureau of Litigation , and thereafter submitted to

the hearing examiner for consideration.
Respondents Ruth EJenowitz and Irving EJenowitz are identi-

fied in the agreement as individuals doing business under the
trade name of Mark Trading, with their offce and principa1

place

of business located at 62- 15 Fifty Third A venue , Maspeth 78

Y. It is stated in the agreement that Ruth Elenowitz is a1so
known as Huth Weidenbaum.
Respondents admit a1l the jurisdictionaJ facts a1leged in the

comp1aint , and agree that the record may be taken as if find-
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ings of jurisdictional fact had been duly made in accordance
with such allegations.
Respondents , in the agreement , waive any further procedure
before the hearing examiner and the Commission; the making of
findings of fact or conclusions of law;

they may have to challenge

and all of the rights

or contest the validity of the order

to cease and desist entered in accordance with the agreement.

All parties agree that the reeord on which the initial decision
and the decision of the

Commission shall be based shall consist

solely of the complaint and the agreement;

that the order to

cease and desist , as contained in the agreement ,

when it shall

have become a part of the decision of the Commission , shall have
the same force and effect as if entered after a full hearing, and
may he altered , modified or set aside in the manner provided
for other orders; that the complaint herein may be used in construing the terms of said order; and that the agreement is for
settlement purposes only, and does not constitute an admission

by respondents that they have violated the law as alleged in the
complaint.

After consideration of the allegations of the complaint and the
provisions of the agreement and the proposed order , the hearing
examiner is of the opinion that such order constitutes a satisfactory disposition of this proceeding. Accordingly, in consonance
with the terms of the aforesaid agreement , the hearing examiner
accepts the Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and
Desist; finds that the Commission has jurisdiction over the respondents and over their acts and practices as alleged in the

complaint; and finds that this proceeding is in the public interest.
Therefore
It
is
onlercd That respondents Ruth Elenowitz , also known
as Ruth vVeidenbaum , and Irving Elenowitz , individuals doing-

business under the trade name :.Tark Trading, or trading under
any other name , ann respondents ' representatives , agents , and

employees , directly or through any corporate or other device , in
connection \\'ith the offering for sale , sale or distribution of perfumes or any other related product , do forth\Io'ith cease and desist from , directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated ,

any advertise-

ment , by means of ihe United States mails or by any means in
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , for the purpose of indueing, or which is likely to
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induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of said products , which
advertisement:
(a) Represents , directly or hy imp1ication , that any amount
is the retaiJ price of a product when said amount is in excess
of the price at which said product is usualJy and customariJy
sold at retail;

(b) Represents , directly or by implication ,

that any of their

products are nationally advertised or so1d in well- known department stores , unless such is the fact;
(c) Uses the words " La Vie En Rose " or any other French
word , term , or depiction , in connection with any such
product not manufactured or compounded in France , or other-

name ,

wise representing, directly or by implication , that such products

are manufactured or compounded in France;
2. DisseminaUng, or causing to be disseminated , any adverby any means , for the purpose of inducing or which

tisement ,

is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of such
product , in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , \vhieh advertisement contains any of the
representations prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof.
DECISION OF THE CO)' MISSION A"D ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to Section :0. 21 of the Commission s Rules of Practice , the initial decision of the hearing examiner shalJ , on the
11th day of February 1959 , become the decision of the Commissian; and , accordingly:
It is ordeTed

That respondents Ruth Elenowitz , and Irving

Elenowitz , doing business under the name of Mark Trading, shall

within sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order

file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which they have complied with
the order to cease and desist.

, ('
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IN THE MATTER OF

REGENT- SHEFFIELD , LTD. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION at"
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

D58- Decision , Feb.
105.9
Consent oruer requiring distributors of cutlery in New York City to eease
Docket. 7282.

Cumplaint ,

Oct.

J 7,

1

selling without disclosure of foreign origin , carving forks assembled from
heads mam1factul'ed in Japan and stamped on the shanle with the word
JaJJan " which was concealed in the process of assembling with domestic
handJes , and paclwged with carving knives , the blades of which were made

in England and so marked ami attached to domestic

handles; to cease

preticketing their merchundise , and furnishing their customers , with tags
bearing fictitious and greatly exaggerated prices represented thereby as
regular retail prices; and to cca e representing certain kinds of merchandise falsely as " 24 karat Rold plated" by catalog' sheets urton im-

prints , and attached "tickers.

Ames VV. Williams Esq. , for the Commission.
Respondents pro se.
INITIAL DECISION BY ROBERT L. PIPER , HEARIXG EXAMINF:R
The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint against

respondents on October 17 , 1958 , charging them
with having violated the Federal Trade Commission Act , by mis-

the above- named

representing the quality, price and origin of thcir products. Hespondents appeared and entered into an agreement dated December 12 , 1958 , containing a conscnt order to cease and desist

disposing of al1 the issues in this proceeding without f'urther hearings , which agreement has been duly approved by the acting director of' the Bureau of' Litigation. Said agreement has been submitted to the undersigned , heretof'ore duly desiguated to act as
hearing examiner herein , for his consideration in accordance ,vith

83. 25 of' the Rules of' Practice of the Commission.

Respondents ,

pursuant to the aforesaid agreement , have ad-

mitted all of the jurisdictional al1egations of the complaint and
agreed that the record may be taken as if fmdings of jurisdictional facts hact been made duly in accordanee with such al1egat.ans. Said agreement further provides that respondents waive

all f'urther procedural steps before the hearing examiner or the
Commission , including the making of findings of fact or conclusions of law and the right to challenge or contest the vaJidity of
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the order to cease and desist entered in accordance with such
agreement . It has also been agreed that the record herein shall
consist solely of the complaint and said agreement , that the
agreement shall not become a part of the offcial record unless

and until it becomes a part of the decision of the Commission,
that said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not

constitule an admission by respondents that they have violated the
Jaw as alleged in lhe complaint , that said order to cease and

desist shall have the same force and effect as if entered after a
full hearing and may be altered , modified , or set aside in the
manner provided for other orders , and that the complaint may
be used in construing the terms of the order.

This proceeding having now come on for final consideration

on the complaint and the aforesaid agreement containing the
consent order , and it appearing that the order and agreement

cover all of the allegations of the complaint and provide for appropriate disposition of this proceeding, the agreement is hereby
accepted and ordered filed upon this decision and said agreement
becoming part of the Commission s decision pursuant to SS3.

and 3. 25

of lhe Rules of Practice ,

and the hearing examiner ac-

cordingly makes the following findings ,
poses , and order:

for jurisdictional pur-

1. Respondent Regent- Sheffeld is a corporation existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
New York , with its offce and principal place of business located
at 3545 Webster Avenue , Bronx , New York , N.
2. Individual respondents Jerome S.

Hahn and Bernard Fuller

are offcers of the corporate respondent. They dominate ,

direct

and conlrol the policies , acts and practices of the corporate respondent and their address is the same as that of the corporate
respondent.
3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents herein-

above named. The complaint states a caUse

of action against said

Commission Act , and this
proceeding is in the interest of the public.
respondents under the Federal Trade

ORDER

It is urdered That the respondent Regent- Sheffeld , Ltd. , a corporation , and its offcers , am1 Jerome S. Hahn and Bernard
Fuller , individually and as offcers of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly or
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through any corporate or other device, in connection with the
offering for sale , sale , or distribution of cutlery, or other merchandise , in commerce , as " commerce "
Trade Commission Act ,

is defmed in the Federal

do forthwith cease and desist from di-

rectly or indirectly,
1. Offering for sale or se11ng cutlery or any other product

containing parts made in Japan , or in any other foreign country
except England , combined with components made in England and
bearing a legend asserting- or indicating English origin , without
affrmatively disdosing the country of origin of such other parts;
2. Offering for sale or selling any product , made in Japan or
in any foreign country, without clearly disclosing the foreign

origin of such product;

3. Hepresenting by words or symbols on the containers in
which cutlery or other products , made in part in Japan ,

or any

other foreign country other than England , are shipped , or in

any other manner , that such products are of English origin;
4. Representing through the use of the words " Plant-Upper
Allen Street- Sheffeld , England" on price lists , advertisements
and invoices , or in any other manner , that respondents own , op-

erate , or control a factory in England or any other foreign country in which their products are made;
5. Hepresenting, by preticketing, or in any other manner , that
a certain amount is the customary or usual retail price of merchandise when said amount is in excess of the price at which

said merchandise is customarily and usually sold at retail;
6. Representing that merchandise is

gold plated unless it has

a surface plating of gold or gold alJoy applied by a mechanical
process provided , however , that a product or a part thereof on
which there has been affxed by an electrolytic process a coating
of gold, or a gold alJoy of not less than 10 karat fineness , the

minimum thickness of ,,,hich is equivalent to seven one- millionths
of an inch of fme gold may be marked or described as gold electroplate or gold electroplated.

DECISION OF THE COMMISSION AND ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to Section 3. 21 of the Commission s Rules of Practice

the initial decision of the hearing examiner shaJJ ,

on the 11th

day of February 1959 , become the decision of the

Commission;

and , accordingly:
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That the above- named respondents sha1l , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
It is oTdeTed

the Commission a report in writing, settng forth in detail the
manner and form in which they have complied with the order
to cease and desist.
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IN TilE MATTER OF
ST. REGIS PAPER COMPANY , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

1t15-Decision , Feb.

Docket 61;76. Complaint , Dec.
Consent order requiring 17 of the nation

s leading paper hag-

, 1.95.9

manufacturers-

alleged , along with the f(Jur other manufacturers cited ,

to account for

substantiaJly all the more than two billion annual production of rnultiwall paper shipping sacks , and charged with using the same pricing
formula to quote identical deJivered prices to customers , regardless of
location or freight costs- to cease entC'ring into and carrying out any

planned common course of action among themselves or with others to fix
prices of said products.

In 1956 the examiner dismissed charges as to Raymond Bag Co. and Thomas
PhiJips Co. , who no longer made and sold the sacks.
On
April 11,
1959 (p. 1672 herein), charges were dismissed without prejudice
as to the remaining two respondents , Fulton Bag and Cotton Mills and
Equitable Paper Bag Co.

INITIAL DECISION AS TO ALL REMAINING RESPONDENTS
EXCEPT FULTON BAG AND COTTO MILLS
D EQUITABLE PAPER BAG COMPA

M?" And,' ew
John Perechinslcy

Goodlw?)e , MT. Ross D. Young, JT.

C.

and

MT.

and

M?"

supporting complaint.

LeBoeuf, Lamb

Leiby,

by

MT. Homee R. Lamb

Cmigh Leonard of New York , N. Y" for St. Regis Paper Company;
Hale and D01'? by M?" Joseph N. Welch of Boston , Mass. , for
Bemis Brothers Bag Company;
1111. George GTubeT of New York , N. , for Arkel! & Smiths;
Battle , Fowler , Neaman , Stolces
Kheel by
. Ludlow
FowleT of New York , N. , for Chase Bag Company;

Katzenbach and Salvatore by MT. F'mnlc S. Katzenbach , 11 I
MT. A,. thU1' A. Salva.!oTe of Trenton , N. , for Universal
Paper Bag Company;
MT. Ismel B.
Oscas , of New York , N. , for Hudson Pulp &
and

Paper Corporation;
Gallop, Climenlco

Gould

by

M,' . Jesse Climenlco

of New

York , N. , for National Container Corporation;
Davis , Pollc , WaTd:well , SundeTland
Kiendl by MT. Ralph M.
Cm' son of New York , N. , for International Paper Company;
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Powell by Mr, Joseph
Hunton , Williams , Gay, Moore
Carter , Jr. of Richmond , Va. , for Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Corporation , Seaboard Bag Corporation and Virginia- Caro1ina Chemical Corporation;
MeAuliffe by M,.. Robe,. C. Ha'Tis
Heller , Ehrman , White
of San Francisco , Ca1if. , for Ames Harris N evi1e Company;

of San Francisco ,

Mr. Philip S. EhTlieh

Calif. ,

for Crown

Zel1erbach Corporation;
Dorff and Levy,

by

MT.

1,

, for

of New York , N.

Alfred Levy,

Gi1man Paper Company;

SeaTls by M,' . W. Buck Arnold
Vinson , Elkins , Weems
Houston , Tex., for Lone Star Bag & Bagging Company;
Mr, Carney W. Mirnms

of New York ,

N.

, for Union Bag-

Camp Paper Corporation;
Stephens and Gignilliat by Mr. W. Hugh Stephens
vannah , Ga. , for Chemical Packaging Corporation.
Mr. John Lewis hearing examiner.
Before

of Sa-

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint against
the above- named

respondents on December 7 , 1955 , charging them

in commerce , in
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act , by entering- into
with the use of unfair methods of competition ,

a combination or conspiracy to hinder ,

lessen , restrict and re-

strain competition in price in the sale and distribution of multi-

wal1 paper shipping sacks. After being served with said com-

plaint , respondents appeared by counsel and filed their separate
answers thereto. Thereafter , by orders dated respectively,

Feb-

and November 9 , 1956, the complaint herein was
dismissed as to respondents Raymond Bag Company and Thomas

ruary 20, 1956 ,

Phi1ips Company on the ground , substantial1y, that said respondents had ceased engaging in the manufacture and sale of multiwal1 paper shipping sacks. Subsequently tbe remaining respond-

ents , except Fulton Bag and Cotton 1Ii1s and Equitable Bag Co.

entered into separate but identical agrecments , dated December
, 1958 , containing a consent order to cease and desist purporting

to dispose of al1 of this proceeding as to al1 remaining respondents , except Fulton Dag and Cotton :l1il1s and Equitable Bag Co.
Said agreements , which have been signed by al1 respondents who
arc parties thereto ,

by counsel for said respondents , and by coun-

sel supporting tbe complaint , and approved by the director and
assistant director of the Commission s Bureau of Litigation , have
been submitted to the above- named

hearing examiner for his
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consideration , in accordance wit.h Section 3. 25 of t.he Commission s Rules of Practice for Adjudicative Proceedings.

, pursuant to t.he aforesaid agreehave admitted al1 the jurisdictional facts al1eged in the
complaint and agreed that the record may be taken as if findings
of jurisdictional facts had been duly made in accordance wit.h
such al1egations. Said agreements further provide that. such reThe signatory respondent.s

ment.s ,

spondents waive any further procedural steps before the hearing

examiner and the Commission ,

the making of findings of fact or
conclusions of law and al1 of the rights they may have to challenge or contest the validity of the order to cease and desist entered in accordance \vith such agreement. It has been
agre(
that the order to cease and desist issued in accordance \vith said

agreements shal1 have the same force and effect as if entered
after a ful1 hearing and that. the complaint may be used in construing t.hc terms of said order. It has also been agreed that.

t.he record herein shal1 consist. solely of t.he complaint and said
agreement.s , and that said agreements are for settement. purposes
only and do not const.itute an admission by respondents that.

they have violated the law as al1eged in the complaint.

This proceeding having- no\\' come on for final consideration
on the complaint and the aforesaid agreements containing con-

sent order ,

and it appearing that the order provided for in said

agreements covers al1 the allegations of the complaint and

pro

vides for an appropriate disposition of this proceeding as to all
parties signatory thereto , said agreements are hereby accepted

and are ordered filed upon this decision s becoming the decision
of the Commission pursuant to Sections 3. 21 and 3. 25 of the
Commission s Hules of Practice for Adjudicative Proceedings , and
the hearing examiner ,

accordingly, makes the following juris-

dictional findings and order:
1. Hespondent St. Regis Paper Company is a corporation or-

ganized and existing uncler

and by virtue of

t.he laws of the

Stat.e of :-ew York , wit.h it.s offce and principal place of business
located at 150 East42d Street , New York , N.
Respondent Remis Brothers Bag Company is a corporation
organized and existing under and by virtue of the hl1NS of the
State of Missouri , with its offce and principal place of business

located at. 40 Central Street , Roston , ;\lass.
Respondent. Arkell & Smiths is a corporation organized and

exist.ing under and by virt.ue of the Jaws of t.he State of New
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York , with its offce and principal place of business located at
Canajoharie , N.
Respondent Chase Bag Company is a corporation organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Dela-

ware - with its offce and principal place of business located at
155 East 44th Street , ;\ew York , N.
Hespondent Universal Paper Bag Company is a corporation
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania , with its offce and principal place
of business located at New Hope , Pa.

Rcspondent Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp. is a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Maine , with its offce and principal place of business located
at 477 Jladison Avenue , New York , N.
Respondent Kational Container Corporation is a

corporation

organized and existing- under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware , with its oHice and principal place of business
located at 7 Central Park West , New York , N.
Respondent International Paper Company is a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Ne\v York , with its oftice and principal place of business
located at 220 East 42nd Street , New York , N.
Respondent Albemarle Paper l\lanl1facturing Company is a cor-

poration organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws
of the Staie of Virginia , with its offce and principal place of

business located at Tredegar Street , Richmond , Va.
Respondent Ames Harris Neville Cornpany is a corporation
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of California ,

with its oHice and principal place of business

located at 2800 17th Street , San Francisco , Calif.

Respondent Seaboard Bag Corporation , hereinafter referred to
as respondent Seaboard ,

is a corporation , organized and existing

under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Virginia with
its offce ancl principal place of business located at 3405 Moore
Street , Richmond , Va. It is engaged in the manufacture , sale
and distribution oJ paper products inclucling multiwall paper
shipping sacks.

Respondent Lone Star Bag & Bagging Company, hereinafler
referred to as respondent Lone Star , is a corporation organized

and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Texas with its office and principal place of business located at

2215 Dumble Road , Houston , Tex . It is engaged in the manu-
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facture , saJe and distribution of paper products including muJtiwall paper shipping sacks.
Respondent Union Bag & Paper Corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent Union , is a corporation organized

and

existing under and hy virtue of the Jaws of the State of New

York with its offce and principal

pJace of husiness Jocated at

233 Broadway, New York , N. Y. It is engaged in the manufacture
sale and distribution of paper products including multi wall paper
shipping sacks.

Respondent Virginia- Carolina Chemical Corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent Virginia- Caro1ina , is a corpora-

tion organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Virginia with its offce and principal pJace of busi-

ness Jocated at 401 East Main Street , Richmond , Va. It is enRaged in the manufacture , saJe and distribution of paper products including muJtiwall paper shipping sacks.
espondent Chemical Packaging Corporation . hereinafter refen' ed to as respondent Chemical , is a corporation organized and
existing under and by virtue of the Jaws of the State of Georgia

with its offce and principaJ place of business located at Atlantic
CoastJine Wharves , Savannah , Ga. It is engaged in the manufacture , sale and distribution of paper products including multiwall paper shipping sacks.
Respondent EquitabJe Paper Bag Company, hereinafter reCerred to as respondent Equitab1e, is a corporation \vith its offce

and principaJ pJace of business located at 45-48 Van Dam Street
Long Island City, X. Y. It is engaged in the manufacture , sale
and distribution of paper products including multiwall paper shipping sacks. Respondent' s

state of incor1Joration is unknown.
ORDER

It is orclend

That respondent corporations St. Regis Paper

Company, Bemis Brothers Bag Company, Arkel1 & Smiths , Chase
Rag Company, Universal Paper Bag Company, Hudson Pulp &
Paper Corporation , National Container Corporatioll , InternationaJ Paper Company, AJbemarJe Paper J\Ianufacturing Company, Ames Harris Nevil1e Company, Crown Zellerbach Corporation , Gilman Paper Company, Seaboard Bag Corporation , Lone
Bag Camp
Star Bag & Bagging Company, Union
Paper Corporation , Virginia- Carolina Chemical Corporation , and Chemica1
Packaging Corporation , and their respective offcers , agents , and
employees , in or in connection with the offering for sa1c , sale
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and distribution of multi wall paper shipping sacks in interstate
commerce , do cease and desist from entering into , continuing,
or carryin'g out any planned common course of
aeiion , agreement , understanding, combination or conspiracy becooperating

tween and among any two or more of said respondents , or between anyone or more of said respondents and others not parties
hereto , to do or perform any of the foJJowing things:
1. Establishing, fixing or maintaining prices , terms , or conditions of sale for multi wall paper shipping sacks , or adhering to
any prices , terms or conditions of sale so established or fixed.
2. Quoting or sellng multi wall paper shipping sacks at prices

calculated or determined pursuant to or in accordance with a

formula zone delivered price system or any other plan or system
which prevents purchasers from securing any advantage in price
in dealing with one or more of the respondents as againsi any
of the other respondents or any others not parties hereto.
3. Circulating or exchanging between or among respondents
or any of them , a formula for pricing of multi wall paper shipping
sacks , or price factors , or terms or conditions of sale for the
prking of multhvaJl paper shipping sacks , or a Ust or lists of

zone delivered prices or of prices by any othcr designation for
or zone differentials or changes

mu1tiwa1l paper shipping sacks ,

of zone differentials.
4. Using, directly or indirectly, in computing price quotations
or in making, quoting or in charging prices , any such formula
or price factor or zone

differential obtained Jrom another re-

spondent by means of such circulation or exchange.
Provided howe1Jer , That in interpreting and construing
foregoing provisions of this order , it is understood that:
(J) The Federal Trade Commission is

the

not. acting to prohibit

or interfere with , any respondent from entering into a bona fide
offer , agreement or transaction vdth any other manufacturer
whoJesaler , jobber or agent for the sale of multi wall paper shipping sacks , whether or not such other manufacturer , wholesaler
johber or agent is a respondent ,

to buy from ,

to se1l to , or to

manufacture for the account of any such other manufacturer
wholesaler , jobber , or agent multiwa1l paper shipping sacks at

any price or on any terms and conditions

of sale independently

determined and offered and independent1y accepted in any bona
fide agrcement or transaction.
(2) Nothing contained in this order sha1l be construed as prohibiting any of the respondents from taking such action relating
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to its export sales as would be lawful under the provisions of the
Webb- Pomerene Export Tracie Act.
DECISION OF THE COMMISSION AND ORDER TO FILE
REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to Section 3. 21 of the Commission s Rules of Practice , the initial decision of the hearing examiner shaJJ , on the
12th day of February 1909 , become the decision of the Commission; and , accordingly:
It 'is O1' dered That the respondents SL Regis Paper Company,

Bemis Brothers Bag Company, Arkell & Smiths , Chase Bag Company, Universal Paper Bag Company, Hudson Pulp & Paper Cor-

poration ,

National Container Corporation , International Paper

Company, Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Company, Ames Har-

ris Nevi1e Company, Crown Zellerbach

Corporation , Gilman

Paper Company, Seaboard Bag Corporation , Lone Star Bag &
Bagging Company, Union Bag- Camp Paper Corporation , Virginia- Carolina Chemical Corporation , and Chemica1 I) ackaging
Corporation , shaJJ within sixty (60) clays after service upon

them of this order , file \vith the Commission a report in \vriting
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
compJied with the order to cease and desist.

" "
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IN THE MATTER OF

REXAIRE CORPORATION (PENNSYLVANIA) ET AL.
OHDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMM1SSION ACT
!Jocket 6555.

CU'J'lJlaint

Mall

1.956- DeciBion , Feb.

, 1959

Order requiring an eleven- company

corporate family engaged in the sale of
home freezcrs and foods under its " Rena ire Plan " to cease representing

falseJy in advertising in nc"\v5papers ,

by radio and television , etc. , that
participants in its said I' Plan " could buy a freezer and food for the same
amount as ",vauld be requircd to buy the same quantity of food in regular

retail channels and save enough to pay for a television set , vacation , or
remodel a home , or buy an auto; to cease describing sales
personnel as " expert food analysts
accn dited food budget analyst.s

freezer ,

or " trained

qualified food consultants

; and to crase representing falsely

ell('rs did not 5('11 Government inspected meats, that each
carton of food they sold carried a l:'nited States Department of Agriculthat ot.her food

ture seal , and that they could control the cost of food because it was

inspected hy U. S.
Mr. Flo!ld

M,' .

O.

Collins

Ecl1cin P. Rome

inspection offcials.

supporting the complaint.
of the firm of
Blank , Ruden/co & Klaus

of PhiJadelphia , Pa. , for respondents.
I"'ITIAL DECISION BY JOSEPH CALLAWAY , HEARING EXAMINER
STATEMENT

The Federal Trade Commission

issued its complaint Mar 17,

1956 , charging respondents with unfair methods of competition
and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in con-

nection ,,'ith the sa1e of freezers and food. Such unfair methods

and unfair and cleceptive

acts were a1Jeged to consist of false
ac1vertising of their products and of their food plan, The complaint further a1Jeged in part that the individual respondents di-

rected and controlled the policies and practices of the corporate
respondents; that a1J of the corporate respondents were operated
as a joint enterprise; thaL they \\'ere al1 engaged in interstate
commerce in the sale of freezers and food and were in substantial competition in commerce with others engaged in the sale and
distribution of freezers and food.

J oint answer vvas filed by all respondents , which admitted the
corporate set up; that the various corporate respondents were

operated as a j oint enterprise; that they were engaged in the sale
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and distribution of freezers and food; that they were engaged in
interstate commerce (Jater changed to denial in amendment to
answer) and that they were in substantial competition with oth-

ers engaged in the sale of freezers and food in commerce. Dissemination of some of the advertising alJeged to be false and

deceptive was admitted , some denied. It was denied that any of
the advertising was faJse or deceptive or that respondents had

otherwise violated the law as alJeged in the complaint.
Hearings were held in Philadelphia , Pennsylvania and Washington , D. C. for the taking of evidence in support of and in

opposition to the alJegations of the complaint. Some delay was
caused by court appeal of denial of motion to dismiss as to alJ
respondents at the end of the evidence in chief in support of the
complaint. Motion to dismiss as to respondent Henaire Corporalion (Pennsylvania) was granted by the hearing examiner , the
ruling being entered on the record in accordance with Rule 3. 8

(e)

of the Commission s Rules of Praclice.
Proposed findings , conclusions and orders were submitted by

bolh sides and have been considered. AlJ such findings ,
sions and

conclu-

O1.cters not herein adopted , found or concluded are

hereby specifical1y rejected.

Upon the entire record of the proceeding and from the obsertestifying, the hearing examiner
makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusions and
order:
vation of the witnesses while

FINDINGS AS TO TIIE FACTS

AND

CONCLUSIONS

1. (a) lkspondent Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania) is a
corporation organized and existing uncler and by viriue of the

laws of the State of Pennsylvania. Respondents Bertram P.

Schrank , Harold B. Saler , Leonard S. Cohen , WilJiam Speckman
Morton Saler , Joseph Sherwood are president , executive vice

president and assistant treasurer , vice president , vice president,
secretary and ireasurer , respectively, of said corporate respondent.
(b) Respondent Renalre Corporation (Washington , D. ) is a
corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the

laws of the State of Delaware. Respondents Bertram Schrank,

Joseph Sherwood and Jules Hecht arc president , secretary-treasurer and vice president , respectiveJy, of said corporate respondent. Respondent IIaro1c1 B. S,lier is also an officer of said corpon te respondent.
(c) Respondent Renaire of South Delaware ,

Inc. ,

is a corp01'a-
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tion organized and existing under and by virtue of the

laws

of the State of Delaware. Respondents Wi1iam Speckman , Leonard S. Cohen , Harold B. Saler , and :vorton Saler are president
vice president , secretary- treasurer , and assistant treasurer , respectively, of said corporate respondent.
(d) Respondent Renaire Corp. of Wilmington is a corporation
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of Delaware. Respondents Morton Saler , Bertram P.

Schrank , Leonard S. Cohen , Harold D. Saler and William Speckman are president , vice president , treasurer , secretary, and assistant treasurer , respectively, of said corporate respondent.

(e) Respondent Renaire of Maryland, Inc. ,

is a corporation

organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of Maryland. Respondents William Speckman , Leonard S.
Cohen , Harold B. Saler and Morton Saler are president , vice president , secretary- treasurer , and assistant treasurer , respectively of

said corporate respondent.
(f) Respondent Renaire of New Jersey, Inc. , is a corporation
organized and existing- under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New Jersey. Respondents Samuel Saler , Leonard S.

Cohen , Harold B. Saler , William Speckman and Morton Saler
are president ,

vice president , s€cretary- treasurer,

assistant secre-

tary and assistant treasurcr , respectively, of said corporate respondent.
(g) Respondent Renaire Corp. of Delmont is a

corporation

organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of Pennsylvania. Respondents Joseph Sherwood ,

Harold B. Saler , Wiliam Speckman and
are president , vice president , secretary- treasurer ,

S. Cohen ,

tary and assistant

treasurer

Leonard

'Iorton Saler
assistant secre-

, respectively, of said corporate

respondent.
(h) Respondent Renaire of Allentown ,

Inc. , is a corporation

organized and existing under and by virtue of the la \vs

of the

State of Pennsylvania. Respondents Bertram P. Schrank , Leonard S. Cohen , Harold B. Saler , William Speckman and Morton
Saler arc president , vice president, secretary- treasurer , assistant
secretary and assistant treasurer , respectively, of said corporate
respondent.
(i) Respondent Renaire of Philadelphia ,

Inc. , is a corporation

organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
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State of Pcnnsylvania. Respondents Morton Saler ,

Cohen ,

Lconard S.

Harold D. Saler and Wiliam Speckman are president

vice president , secretary- treasurer , and assistant treasurer , re-

spectively, of said respondent corporation.
(j) Respondent Rcnaire Corp. of Lancaster is a corporation
org,mized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of Pennsylvania. Responnents Leonard S. Cohen , Wi1liam
Speckman , Harold B. Saler and Morton Saler are president , vice
president , secretary- treasurer , and assistant treasurer , respectively, of said responnent corporation.
(k) Respondent Henaire of South Jersey, Jnc. , is a corporation
organized and existing under and by virtue of the la\vs of the

State of Pennsylvania. Hespondcnts Leonard

S. Cohen , Bertram
P. Schrank , Haroln B. Saler , Willam Speckman and Morton
Saler are president ,

vice president , secretary- treasurer , assistant

secretary and assistant treasurer , respectively, of said corporate
respondent.

The home offce and principal place of business of a1l respondcnts is located at 770 Baltimore Pike , Springfield , Pennsylvania.

J urisdidion
2. Each of the corporate respondents is now and has been for
more t.han two years last past engaged in a separate trade
are

in the sale and distribution of home freezers and food uncler H
food purchase plan , but they are all operated as a joint enter-

prise. The l' espondents Leonard S. Cohen , Joseph Sherwood
Samuel Saler , Harold E. Saler , Morton Saler , William Speckman
and Bertram P. Schrank own all the stock of all the corporate
respondents , with the exception of Henaire Corporation (\Va8hington , D. ) and direct and control their management , policies
and operations. The individuall'espondents above named together

with the respondent Jules Hecht own all the stock of Hcnaire
Corporation (Washington , D. ) and direct and contl"j thc management , policies and operation of that corporate respondent.
3. The

specific territories in ,'vhich each of the eorporate re-

spondents solicit the sale of and

se1l freezers and food are as

follows:
Henaire Corporation (PennsyJvania) in the generaJ PhiladeJ-

phia , Pa. , area; Renaire Corporation (Washington ,
general trading area of \Vashingtol1 ,

D. C.

D.

) in the

including the outlying

surburban districts in Maryland , and Virginia; Renaire of South
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Delaware , Inc. , in an area south of Dover , De1. to the Maryland
State border; Renaire Corporation of Wilmington , in the general trading area of Wilmington , Del. which comprises that area
between the northern boundary of Wilmington and up to the

Dover area; Renaire of Maryland. Inc. , operates in Eastern Shore
:Maryland and in the Salisbury area; Renaire of New Jersey Inc.
in the immediate vicinity of Trenton , N. , the Trenton trading
area; Renaire Corporation of Delmont in Delaware County and
Montgomery County of Pennsylvania; Renaire of AlIentown , Inc.
operates in the general trading area of AlIentown , Pa. , which runs
from AlIentown to thc general area of Lansdale , Pa. ; Renaire of
Philadelphia , Inc. , operates in the nortbeastern sedion of Philadelphia over to the Delaware River at Korristown , Pa. ; Renaire
Corporation of Lancaster in the general area of Lancaster
and Harrisburg, Pa. ; Renaire of South J crsey, Inc. , operates

be-

and the South Jersey seaboard area of A tlantic City to Cape May.
tween Camden ,

4. In all ,

N. J.

respondent corporations operate in five states and

the District of Columbia. To show the specific area of operations
of each corporate respondent see map which is Respondents
exhi bi t G.

5. The food offered for sale and sold by respondents consists
of what may be called perishables , excluding milk and eggs. They
do not sell items kno\\r n as staples , for instance , sugar , flour
bread or cereal. The record shows that from 30 ()( to 55

the average family food budget is spent for staples , miJk and
juices , vegetables , meat
fish and poultry. In such business respondents are now and have

eggs. Respondents do se11 frozen fruits ,

been in substantial competition with other corporations , firms
and individuals engaged in the saJe and distribution of freezers

and food in commerce.
G. It is admitted that Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania)
and that the sales of Henaire Corporation
(Washington , D. ) are in commerce by statute , so far as the

sells in commerce

Federal Trade Commission is concerned.

7. The fIrst contested issue to decide is whether the other nine
corporate respondents are engaged in commerce. On this point
the facts as to respondents ' methods of doing business , as shown
in the record, are as follows:
(a) None of the cQ) porate respondents Q\vn or carryon hand

any stock of freezers. They are all owned by the Gilbert Distributing Company, another corporation , not a respondent. The
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stock ownership and control of the Gilbert Distributing Company

is vested in the individual respondents. Occasionally one of the
corporate respondents will sell one of the freezers in its display
room , which has been loaned to it for display purposes by the
Gilbert Distributing Company. The Gilbert Distributing Company maintains a stock of freezers at the food processing plant
of the Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania) at Springfield, Pa.

(b) The Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania) is the only respondent that owns or operates a food processing plant. It also
sells freezers . In its plant at Springfield , Pa. , foods including
meats and meat products arc processed , prepared for sale , frozen
and kept until sold by one of the corporate respondents.
(c)
The initial contract of sale of a freezer and supply of food
by each of the corporate respondents is taken in the name of
Renaire Corporation. A sort of c1caring house for processing
all such orders by all corporate respondents is maintained at

, Pa. plant of Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania).
A copy of the contract of sale is sent to the Gilbert Distributing

the Springfield

Company and a copy is sent to the Renaire Corporation , (Pennsyl-

vania). unless that concern is the corporate respondent making
the sale to consumer. The particular corporate respondent that
makes the sale makes the necessary financing arrangement for
a credit sale with its own bank , indorsing the contract of sale
to the bank. After these financial arrangements are made , the
freezer is invoiced to the corporate respondent making the sale
and that respondent pays the Gilbert Distributing Company for
the freezer. The Gilbert Distributing

Company ships the freezer

direct to the consumer- purchaser. Except in the case of the
Henaire Corporation (Washington , D. ) the food in the pur-

chase order is shipped direct by the Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania) from its plant at Springfield , Pa. to the consumer-

purchaser and is paid the full price in the sale contract for tbe
food including meat and meat products by the corporate respondent making the sale. The corporate respondents ,

other than the
Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania) make no profit on the sale
of foods , but rely for their profit on the difTerence between what
they pay the Gilbert Distributing Company for the freezer and

the price for which they sell the freezer to the retail purchaser.
(d) The Renaire Corporation (Washington , D. ) maintains
its own storage warehouse for food in Washington , D. C. The

food stored there , including meat and meat products , is prepared
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Pa. , and shipped to the

D. C. storage plant. Sales of food by the Renaire

Corporation (Washington ,

D.

), both original sales and repeat

orders for food are shipped from the Washington ,

warehouse to the retail customers.

D. C. storage

Other than as above men-

tioned a1l sales by Renaire Corporation (Washington ,
handled in the same

D.

) are

manner as sales by the other corporate

respondents. Repeat orders for food , other than in the territory
of the corporate respondent , Renaire corporation (Washington
) are direct sales by and are shipped direct by the Renaire

Corporation (Pennsylvania) to the retail purchaser. When they
occur in the territory of the other corporate respondents , the

corporate respondent in whose territory the sale is made merely
acts as a conduit for funneling the repeat order for food to

Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania).
(e) Each corporate respondent

files separate income tax re-

turn and pays its own tax. There is

central bookkeeping for
a1l corporate respondents maintained at the Springfield plant

and the cost is charged proportionately to each corporate respondent , as are costs of other central services. They advertise

jointly, a proportionate part of the cost of each advertisement
heing charged to each corporate respondent participating therein.
8. When sales of freezers and food are made by the corporate
respondents Renaire of South Delaware ,

Inc. ,

Renaire Corpora-

tion of Wilmington , Renaire of Maryland , Inc. , Henaire of
New
Jersey, Inc. , and Renaire of South Jersey, Inc. , they do literal1y
in the words of the complaint cause the freezers and food sold to

be transported from the State of Pennsylvania to the state in
which the sale is made.
9. As to the corporate respondents who limit their sales to the

State of Pennsylvania , Renaire Corporation of Delmont , Renaire
of A1Ientown ,

Inc. ,

Renaire of Philadelphia , Inc. , and Renaire

Corporation of Lancaster , they are a1l part of the family of corporations , admittedly operated as a unit with a common purpose
and seeking a common goal by j oint means , the goal being to
se1l freezers and food and the means being advertising over the
radio , in the newspapers and by pamphlets , letters, booklets and
leaflets , the cost of which is borne hy a1l the corporate respondents. To illustrate , Commission s exhibit 206 is an advertisement
appearing- in the Philadelphia Evening Bu1letin , dated May 15
1955. It is a joint advertisement of Renaire of Philadelphia , Inc.
Renaire of New Jersey, Inc. , Renaire Corporation of Wilming-
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ton , Renaire Corporation of Lancaster , and Renaire of Allentown , Inc. Thus , Renaire Corporation of Lancaster was by this

advertising helping Renaire Corporation of Wilmington to sell
freezers and food in commerce. Tbis advertisement looks like the

advertisement oJ one concern with branch offces in the various
places in Pennsylvania , New Jersey and Delaware. In fact all
of the advertising in evidence appears to be that of one concern.

Ey thus joining in the common undertaking the respondent corporations who limit their sales to Pennsylvania become jointly
liable under the Federal Trade Commission

Act with the re-

spondents \vho do sell in commerc€.

Thus it is found that all respondents were engager1 in com-

10.

merce in the sale of freezers and food ,

and with the exception
of Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania) subject to Commission

jurisdiction.
11. We hold here that the processing activities performed by

persons not members of the slaughtering and meat packing industry \vhich are similar to those customarily engaged in in furtherance of the retail merchandising of meat do not constitute the
manufacture or preparation of meat or meat food products within
the intent and meaning of the Packers and Stockyards Act. IRefer to opinion for further diseussiol1.

The Representatiuns
12. Among t.he representations found in
evidence are the follmving:

the

advertising in

Our main purpose: is to provide you with more food , better food. . . tleliV€lcd
. plus a specially design ell Renarie Freezer. . . for no marc

to your home

than you now spend for just foo(l. Amazing as it may seem- impossible as it
may appear- - Henaire is nm\' doing this for thousands and thousands of
families.

No waste fat with meats. From many " food

plans "

or department stores

you get lip to 25";/(; waste :fat with meats (Com. ex. 5).

Proof of Hcnairf' claims in impartial survey tabulated by Hemington Rand.
Over 85 ; of Renaire memuers

reJHuted that joining- Renaire \Vas a wise

decision. Thousands of Renaire ml-mlJfrs get food plus freezer fO!" less than
they formerly spent just for food. Savings of the e families average 18.
per year) less than their fOl'"HT food budgets. 92. 7% save
time; B5 ;'r save work through Hcnairc membership (Com. ex. 6).
RenairE' processes food in its own "huge gov( rnmpnt inspected plant. .

monthJy ( 2Hj. 24

1 F.

CcrJlt'l1t jl1Btlt1LtC , ct 01
3 e. s. 6B3.
ion Op;nion
In tie Marter of Food Fair Store." l?lc
September27 19Ii'i.
C.

2 SrI' Cornrnis

D()

kd '!' o.

r,4

'i, issued
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assuring quality control and prices far below average retail prices! (Com.

ex. 7).

Only Renaire Cnn Bring You All of These Advantages! Don

t Settle for

Less: You own a specially designed freezer and your payments for freezer
AND food arc no more than you now spend for food alone. After freezer is all
paid for YOur sayings arc vastly increased. (Com. ex. 8).
Government Inspected Meats.

. U. S. Department of Agriculture inspector

on our premises at all times assures you protected quality

. . A Renaire

exclusive.

Lowest Food Prices. . . Because we actually process and manufacture under
S. Government inspection , we control costs. You buy direct from our plant.
. . with no in- between handling costs 01' profits! OUl" tremendous volume,
largest in the inctustry, means added savings

Each package bears Department of Agriculture seal of inspection

and

approva1.

Trained Food Consultants. Not just freczer salesmen but trained qualified
food consultants. . . assuring you IJ1oper planning :for long' term satisfaction.
A Rerlairc exclusive! (Com. ex. 10).

Trained foo(l consultants , not just " freezer salesmen " plan your food
budget for greatest saving. (Com. ex. 11)

Your initial food order was carefulJy worked out for you by one of our
aCt rer1ited food bl1uget analysts , (Com. ex. 2)

For on1y TIerjaire has its own Government- Inspected Food Processing Plant
\vhere aJl our foods an: prepared under the protedive scrutiny of a U. S. Depnl'tl11'11t of

Agriculture Inspector: (Com. ex. 13)

Learn ho\v we deliver food to your nome at prices :far be-Jow

rdail. (Com.

ex. 15)

Hcnaire saved us cnough on food to mate our new car possible "

says Mr.

and ='Il's. P. SCf\rpa , 114 Rhode Island Avenue , Collingsdale , Fa.

ve l'ccenlly moved into our new
lVI's. :Marcl1s CuJlen , No. 9 highway "
home and the money saved with H.enail'€ freezer helped to pay the cost." (Com.
ex. 20)

enaire even has a $1

000 food bond with Century Indemnity Company to

further protect YOLl. (Com. ex. 2)

13. Through these representat.ions

and others similar in evi-

dence it is alleged in the complaint that respondents have falsely
represented directly and by imp1ication:

(1) That the participants in their " Renaire

Plan " can obtain

a well balanced food ordcr al prices below prices they would pay
for Jood if purehasE d in usual retai1 channels.

(2) That a participant is able to obtain a fr eezer and a supply
of food for the same amount of money as would be required to
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obtain the same quantity of food if purchased in regular retail
channels.

(3) That a participant is able to buy food at wholesale prices.
(4) That a participant is able to save the difference between
the wholesale prices and the prices at which the retailer sells

food.
(5) That the overall cost of frozen food to the customer is
less than the overall cost of corresponding food in other forms.
(6) That a participant is able to save enough to:
(a) Pay for a

TV set;

(b) Remodel a home;
(c) Pay for a vacation;

(d) Buy an automobile;

(e) Pay for a freezer.
(7) That the initial food order of a participant is worked out

by an expert food analyst.

(8) That participant will have the services of a trained and

qualified food consultant in planning food purchases.
(9) That Government inspected meats is an exclusive with
Renaire.
(10) That each carton of food purchased from respondent car-

ries a United States Department of Agriculture inspection label.
(11) That by having their food inspected by United States

inspection oflcials respondents are enabled to control production
cost.

(12) That a participant is fully protected

in the purchase of

food from respondents by the Century Indemnity Company.
14. It is found that the alleged representations have been made
by the advertising in evidence.

15. It is apparent that charges of false advertising represented

by subparagraph 1 ,

2 and 6 of paragraph 6 of the complaint must

stand or fall on a comparison of respondents ' food prices with
those of their competitors in the retail sale of food. In this con-

nection attention should be called to the representation in sub-

paragraph 2 , alleged to be false and deceptive ,

which reads as

follows:
That a participant is able to ouiain a freezer and a supply of food for the

same amount of money as would be l'eC)uired to obtain the same quantity of
food if purchased i1J l'cguJar retail channels.

16. As thus stated , the charge in the complaint is indefinite
because no time is

given. The case was tried on the theory,
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justified by the advertising, that the representations in this sub-

paragraph and subparagraph 6 related to a credit sale of 24
months which was respondents '

plan at the time the advertise-

ments in evidence were disseminated. The record shows that the
credit was later extended for a longer period of time but aJl
comparisons and a1l arguments by counsel supporting the complaint are based on a 24- month

credit sale. In such sales eight

percent per year of the deferred balance on the freezer was added
as a finance or interest charge and the total was divided into 24

equal monthly payments. The first order of food was sold on an
estimated four months supply on a credit with a finance charge
of $8.

00 added, with the total divided into four equal monthly

payments. On subsequent credit food purchases $7. 00 was
as a finance charge for each estimated four months supply.

added

17. Counsel supporting the complaint has taken the initial

contract of 33 participants in respondents ' plan in evidence show-

ing- monthly payments on the freezer and the monthly payments

on the estimated first four months supply of food and has made
a chart , attached to the proposed fmdings , in which the cost of
the food and total cost of fooel anel freezer anel finance charges
over a period of 24 months for each of the 33 participants arc
estimated. The chart further purports to show the required savings on food purchases necessary to pay for freezer and finance
charges over a 24- month

period. The percentage of the required

savings to the total 2 years cost is also shown.
Comparison of Respondents ' Fooel Prices
With Prices of Competing Retail Stores
18. Counsel supporting the complaint seeking- to sustain the

burden of proof as to the falsity of the representations set forth
in subparagraphs 1 ,

2 and 6 of paragraph 6, pickeel out the Acme

grocery chain and the A & P grocery

chain as competitors of

respondents in the se11ng of food in the area in which respondents do business in PennsylVallia , Delaware , New .Jersey and

Maryland (excluding that part of Maryland within the Washington metropolitan area) and the Safeway grocery chain as
competitors 01' respondents in the Washington metropolitan area.
He then introduced the price list of respondents ' food products
for the period April 20, 1955 to :May 21 ,

the competing Acme

1955 and price lists of
super-

stores , (of which there were 268

markets in the area) for the same period of time. (The price

list of the A & P chain was not complete. Hence it drops out of

j;:
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the picture. ) He also introd uccd into evidence the price list
respondents for the period April 2 , 1956 through April 30 , 1956

and the price list at which the competing Safeway stores (of

which there were 178 or 179) in the Washington metropolitan

area sold the same foods during the same period of time. Comparisons of such prices have been made in charts attached to the
proposer! finr!ings.
19. In the comparison between Henaire and Acme prices it is
shown that considering the whole list of compared prices Ren-

aire s price \\118 1/3 of 1
cheaper than Acme s. In this comparison there ,vas no attempt to compare br;mcl named products.

This wouJr! have been impossible aU the way through the list.
For instance Renaire sold only Snow Crop brand frozen fruits
juices and vegetables. Acme solr! various brands , Ideal , P. L.,
Bil'dseye and others. Rerwire had only one price for the period
1955. Acme had four different price
lists on frozen juices , fruits and vegetables during the period and
more than twenty- five different price lists during the period that
included meat , fish and poultry. \Vhen Acme s prices changed
on anything a new bu11etin would be gotten out to the different
April 20 , 1955 to i\lay 21 ,

store managers. In making" the comparison of Acme s prices
with Renaire

, Acme

s cheapest pricc during any part of thc

period for the chcapest

b1'a11(l of

frozen Jruits ,

juices and vege-

tables ,vas taken.

20. The compal'son oetween Renairc and Safev, ay prices in
the \Vashington metropolitan area 1'01' the period of April 2
1956 to April 30 , ) 956 was on a different basis. Hespondents

have four different suggested food plans. Each plan sets forth
the amount of frozen fruits , .iuices , vegetables , meats , fish and
poultry that is expected to give a family of a certain size a well

balanced diet of these items over a four months period. Re-

spondents ' food plan No.

1 for a small family offers the items

there listed for approximately $180. Plans :-0. 2 ,

3 and 4 are

suggested for larger families and cost more according to the size
of the family. Each of the suggested food plans are subject to

variance according to the family s eating habits.
21. In the eomparison uetween Henaire and Safeway prices
and from SaJeway

the cost of the various items from Henaire

making up each of the sugge ted food plans are compared. This
is not a comparison of the price per pound or per item although

those ::re shown in some instances ,

out a eomparison of toted
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cost of the same items if bought from each source. According
to the comparison made Safeway was cheaper on each suggested
food plan. Here again Renaire had one

price

list for the whole

period , while Safeway s prices varied during the period and Safe-

way had various brands of frozen fruits ,

juices and vegetables

the cheapest of which for the lowest price during the period

compared with Renaire s Snow Crop brand.
22. All of these charts have been checked by the hearing ex-

aminer against the fig-ures in evidence on which they \vere based
and no error has been found. Furthermore these same

charts

were attached to answer of counsel supporting the complaint to
respondents ' motion io dismiss. Respondents ' evidence has g-one
into the record since that time.

Respondents have therefore had

an opportunity to point out any errors in the calculations and

none have been 8hO\V11.
23. With respondents ' advertising and the evidence in the reconl from \vhich ihe above mentioned charts were compiled , coun-

sel supporting the complaint resied his case on the charges in
the complaint that the representations set forth in subparagraphs
and 6 of paragraph G

were false.

24. Among other defenses , respondents contend that it is manifestly unfair to permit counsel supporting the complaint to

choose the competitors \\'ith \vhich their prices are to be compared; to choose the date for the comparison; the period of time
for which the comparison is to be made; to pick out the lowest

price of the competitor on each separate item on any day during
the 30- day comparison period and to compare this with respondents ' constant price for the 30 days.
25. Hespondents have also challenged the accuracy and suffciency of the comparison between their prices and those of these
two competitors on several additional grounds.
26. One ground of challenge is that the goods so1d by them
is
claimed
recogniti()J , whereas
the brands of these competitors \vere not nationally recognized.

other than the meats , were Snow Crop brand which
to be a superior brand , because of national

This ground of challenge is disregarded , for the reason that in
the advertising better foods \\' ere offered as a bonus in addition
to cheaper price

, which is attacked by the allegations

of the

complaint.

27. . Another ground of challenge

is that the comparison of

respondents ' meat prices with the prices of these two competitors
is unfair. In selling primal units of meat , both Acme and Safe-
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way charge for the weight of the meat as a primal unit and
then cut it up into steaks , roasts , etc. for the use of the purchaser. Thus the purchaser pays for any waste of bone and fat.
Respondents also sell their meat in primal units but when preparing it into cuts for table use remove all excess hone and fat
from some of the cuts or all bone and excess fat , depending on
the type of cut. The customer is charged only for the net weight
of the meat furnished plus any bones delivered for use in preparing soups or other dishes. The record further shows that the
amount of bone and excess fat will vary widely with the contour

of the animal

, its age and other

factors. Also testimony was

introduced to show that respondents have to strictly comply with
Department of Agriculture standards in naming their various
cuts of meat while Acme and Safeway do not; that comparing
prices by name only is unfair because cuts of meat bearing the
same name may not actually be comparable.
28. Counsel supporting the complaint seeks to meet this last
mentioned challenge by showing that , based upon the figures for
the two 30- day periods mentioned and projecting them over 24

months , if the participants in respondents ' plan paid nothing for
their meats

, still the savings "voulc1

not be suffcient to enable

the participants to save enough to pay for the freezer and the
financing cost. This could bear on the charges in regard to the
representations in subparagraph 2 and 6 , but not on the charges

in subparagraph J.
29. Respondents in their defense also have shown that during
other recent periods of time , within a 24- month period , beginning
with the two 30- day periods of comparison , their then current

prices compared with Acme s and Safeways ,

in the respective

areas , showed respondents ' prices to be lower than either of these
competitors on a majority of items advertised by Acme and Safeway. They have also shown that other comparisons more fa-

vorable to them , pricewise may be made from the figures for the
two 30- day

periods.

30. Respondents also placed in the record the testimony of a

number of participants in their plan who said that after making
the payments on freezer , food and financing charges to respond-

ents and buying their staples, they still had saved varying
amounts of money over what they had previously paid for foor!
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alone. This testimony was based on estimates of previous

ex-

penditure and eannot stand up against actual records of food
prices , and comparisons of these food prices , if fair and accurate.

31. There is nothing unfair in counsel

supporting the com-

plaint picking out one competitor of respondents in each competicomparison of prices. If respondents ' food prices
by comparison with those of any general competitor in the area
for a 24 month' s period show the representations here being
considered to be false , no comparison with any other competitors ' prices is necessary on the representations in subparagraphs
2 and 6. By picking out only Acme and Safeway for comparison

tive area for a

counsel supporting the complaint narrowed the proof respondents were required to meet.

32. The hearing examiner is of the opinion that the comparisons in the charts presented by counsel supporting the complaint
although the ca1culations are
correct. For instance in the comparison with Acme s prices for

are made OIl an erroneous basis ,
the period April 21 ,

1955 to May 20 ,

1955 the chart shows rc-

spondents offered six 6- 02. packages of Snow Crop orange juice
for $0. 83 (Comm. ex. 26). As against that it is shown that Acme
oflerecl six 6- 02. P. L. orange juice for $0. 75

during the same
period of time. The four price lists of Acme s frozcn juices

fruits and vegetables in evidence show varying prices of orange
juice during the 30- day period. The price list of Acme for six
oz. P. L. orange juicc from April 25 , 1955 through April 30

1955 was $0. 85 (Com. ex. 29) as compared with respondents
constant price of $0. 83 during the 30- day

period for six 6- oz.
s
price
list
for May 9 , 1955
Snow Crop orange juice. On Acme
through :llay 14 , 1955 (Com. ex. 31) thc price had dropped to
six 6- oz P. L. orange juice for $0. 75. The 80. 75 figurc is taken for
comparison with respondents' constant price of $0. 83 in counsel's
chart. The same method is followed in all of the comparisons in
the charts.
No
customer on any particular day could have bought
all of the things from Acme for the prices shown in the charts.
33. If any further proof is needed that the comparisons in the
charts of counsel supporting the complaint are made on an erroneous basis a comparison between respondents ' prices on frozen

vegetahles with those of Acme for the period :llay 9 , J 955 to May
, J 955 has been worked out. It is as follows:
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34. Thus , while the chart of counsel supporting the complaint
shows the \vhole order of vegetables from respondents costing
$25. 26 as against $25. 76 from Acme a difference of fifty cents
this chart sho'\vs

$25. 2G

th(.; order of vegetables trom respondents costing

as against S27. 09

from Acme ,

a difference of $1. 83.

Prices

on peas and carrots and squash were not obtainable from Acme
price list of l\1ay 9

, 1955 to May 20 , 1955 and it. was necessary

to go to the price list of May 25 , 1955 to May 30 , 1955 to obtain
these prices. The point is however that the relationship bebveen
respondenis ' prices and Acme s during the 30- day period of comparison did not remain steady.
35. The comparison of responclenb1' food prices with Acme
was for the period Apri1 20 , 1955 to May 31 , 1955 and in the
area in Pennsylvania
ew Jersey, Del,l\vare and Maryland in

which respondents did business ,

except that portion of IVlaryland

in the \Vashin,Q:ton metropolitan area. The comparison of respondents ' food prices wit.h Safe\vay s was for the period Apri1 2 , 1H5G
to April 30 , 1956 , in another area in \vhich respondents did busincss , the \Va hington metropolitan area. The comparison with
Safel'vay s prices in the Washington metropolitan area from April
, 1956 to April 30 ,

1956 cannot be taken as proof that Acme

prices in the other geographical area 'A' ere the same as Safeway

in the Washington metropolitan area for thai. period of time. The
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case was tried on the theory on these two charges , correct in the
headng examiner s vievv , that respondents ' representations related to a credit sale of 24 months , ,,,hleh \vas respondents ' plan
at the time the representations , here considered , were made.

(Refer to opinion.
36. The hearing examiner has given consideration to reopening the proceeding for further evidence on these issues as has

been done by the Commission in some

cases. The conclusion is

that the public interest would not Ivarrant a reopening for the
following reasons: (1) there is no jurisdictional question involved;
(2) these charges are only three out of a total of twelve charges;
(3) there is no indication that additional evidence for a proper

comparison of prices is availab1e and (4) there has been no
request for reopening.

Wholesale Prices
37. It has been found that respondents have

made the repre-

sentations set forth in subparagraphs 3 and 4 of paragraph 6 of
the complaint. These representations were:
That. a participant is able to buy food at wholesale prices;
That a participant is able to save the difference between the
wholesale prices and the prices at which the retailers

38. These representations are

. The

selJs food.

a1lcged to be false.

app1icable dictionary clefinitions of wholesale are a

follows:
Sale of goods by the piece or in large quantity; distinguished from retail;
selling to retailers or .iobbEJ' S rather than consumers; as wholesale l:Jice.
The applicable dictionary definitions of retail are as fo1lows:
the sale of commodities in small quantities or parcels ;- (lPlJosed to wholesale;
to sell directly to the consumer.

40. The business of respondents for the most. part consist of
selling directly to the consumers and under the above definition
they arc retailers although the record shows they do make some
sales of their foods to retail stores , at the same prices they seil
to the participants of their plan. The record further shows that
wholesale priees vary in accordance llo'ith the quantities bought;
that t.he quantity of meat sold to participants in a four months
supply is equal to the quantity of meat bought at one time by
some small retailers; that at least onc wholesaler and one packer
have complained to respondents that the prices at which their

products were sold to participants \vere so low that small retail-
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ers could not compete; that respondents do se11 some frozen foods
to their part.icipants at. the same price or less t.han some wholesalers seJl in smaJl quantit.ies.
41. Thus , while respondents are retailers aecording t.o t.he dicin seJling t.o the part.icipant.s of their plan
their prices t.o them are the same or less t.han wholesale prices
are to some ret.ailers. These two charges in the complaint. must.

tionary definition ,
be dismissed.

That the OveraJl Cost. of Frozen Food t.o the Cust.omer

is Less than the Overa11 Cost. of Corresponding
Food in Ot.her Forms
42. There was no evidence on this charge of false represcnt.at.ion , counsel supporting the complaint. does not propose any finding on it. This charge must therefore be dismissed.
That t.he Init.ial Food Order of a Participant is
Worked out. by an Expert Food Analyst.
That. Participant. Wi1 Have the Services of a Trained
and Qualified Food Consultant. in Planning Food Purchases
43. The record shows t.hat. t.he " t.rained qualified food consul-

tants " and the " accredited food budget analysts " were in reality
salesmen for respondent.s who , when t.hey st.art.ed out , had been
given one week of schooling by respondents. After

t.hat. they were

assigned to a more experienced salesman for the observation of
one or t.wo sales until t.hey could make t.he present.ation t.o the
older salesman s satisfaction. It is evident that the essential part
of the work was to sell freezers. One of the meanings of " consultant" is one who gives professional advice or services as a
consulting physician . Also the phrase " aceredited food budget.
analyst" has a professional ring to it as if the salesman had a

degree from some accredit.ed institution. Respondents required
no educational qualifIcations for their salesmen nor
espondents

knowledge of food an initial requirement.

ploy some t.rained diet.it.ians ,

\vas any
did em-

but these persons did not caJl

on

prospects. It is clear that. the advertising had reference to respondents ' freezer salesmen. These representations were definit.ely
false and misleading and it. is so found.

That. Government. Inspected Meat.s is an Exclusive

with Renaire
44. Some of the advertising indicat.es that this claim is made
in comparing Renaire with other sellers of freezers and food
plans. Respondents contend that the claim \vas only made during
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a period when none of their competitors in sale of freezers and
food plans had a government inspector on their premises. Some
advertising however (Com. ex. 10 among others) does not limit
the claim to such comparison. The record shows that some competitors of respondents in the sale of food sold government inspected meat that had been bought from packers who had government inspectors on the premises. This representation was false
and deceptive and it is so found.

That Each Carton of Food Purchased from Respondents
Carries a United States Department of
Agriculture Inspection Label

45. The record shows the United States Department of Agri-

culture inspection label only went on respondents ' meat and meat
products. The advertising indicates that aJl food carricd such
inspection labels. This representation was false and deceptive
and it is so found.
That by Having Their Food Inspected by United States
Inspection Offcials Respondents are Able to
Control Production Costs

46. Upon examination by counsel

supporting the complaint

Mr. Harold B. Saler , an offcial , of the corporate respondents
and an inividual respondent himself stated that the United
States Department of Agriculture Inspector on the premises has
nothing to do with the prices at which respondents sold their
merchandise; that he had nothing to do with the pricing structure

at alL On later examination by his own counsel he stated that

clue to the inspector s examinatjon of incoming products " we are
abJe by uniformity of conformation ,

proper identification of the

wholesale units (presumably of meat) which we purchase,

we

can therefore put these products on our assembly Jine production

system , so that we in turn can process in uniformity and rapidity
and with speed. "

He further said that respondents were bene-

fited by the inspector s ability to reject any products shipped to
them on the basis that they did not meet Federal requirements.

This prevented respondents from having to argue with the sup-

pliers. He also gave other instances of heneflt to respondents from
having a Federal inspector on the premises.
47. Taking aJl of these claimed benefits at their face value

respondents to control the cost of
their products to their participants , or to themselves. It is therethey faJl far short of enabJing

fore found that this representation is false and deceptive.
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That a Participant is Fu1ly Protected in the Purchase of
Food from Respondents by the Century,Indemnity Company
48. There is some talk in the Teeord in regard to the protection
furnished participants by insurance policies of various kinds and
also by respondents

' warranties. At one time

Saler , above mentioned was requested

Mr. Harold R.

to furnish counsel sup-

porting the complaint with copies of a1l insurance policies given
, but they are not in thc record. The name of the
Century Indemnity Company was not connected with any insurto participants

ance policy except in the advertising nor is there any proof that

such policy was not ontstanding. Counsel supporting thc com-

plaint does not propose any finding on this charge. Undcr this
state of the record the charge must be dismissed.
FINAL CONCLUSIOXS
49. The record shows that

since this proceeding began re-

spondents have changed their method of operation to some extent.
According to this testimony the selling and advertising are now

done by what are called franchise distributors. Respondents retain some control over what is said in the advertising of the

franchise distributors. Also at the time the testimony was given
such arrangement did not apply to the Renaire Corporation of

Washington ,

D.

C. The hearing examincr is unable

to see how

pres

such new arrangement has any bearing on the issues in the

cni proceeding.

50. The use by the respondents of the representations herein
found to be falsc and deceptive had the capacity and tendency to
mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said representations were true and to induce the purchase of substantial quantities of respondents
reason of such

' freezers and foods by

erroneous and mistaken belief and as a result thereof trade has

been unfairly diverted from respondents ' competitors.

51. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as herein
found are a11 to the prejudicc and injury of
spondents ' competitors and constitute unfair

the public and reand deceptive acts

and practices and unfair methods of competition in commerce
within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER
It

is

oTde7"d That respondents ,

Henaire Corporation (Penl1syJ-

" "

,.

, ,

" "
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corporation , Renaire of South Delaware , Inc. , a corporation , Renaire Corp. of Wilmington , a corporation , Renaire of
Maryland , Inc. , a corporation , Renaire of New .Tersey, Inc. , a
corporation , Renaire Corp. of Delmont , a corporation , Renaire of
Al1entown , Inc. , a corporation , Renaire of Philadelphia , Inc. , a corporation , Renaire Corp. of Lancaster , a corporation , Renaire of
South Jersey, Inc. , a corporation , and their offcers , and respondents , Leonard S. Cohen Joseph Sherwood , Samuel Saler , Morton
Saler , Harold B. Saler , Wil1iam Speckman and 1Jertram B.
Schrank , individually and as officers of said corporations as set
forth in the findings herein , and Renaire Corporation (Washington , D. ), a corporation , and its of!cers , and respondents , Bertram Schrank , Joseph Sherwood , and Harold B. Saler , as of!cers of
vania),

said corporation , and respondent
as an offcer of said corporation ,

Jules Hecht ,

individually and

and respondents ' agents, repre-

sentatives and employees directly or through any corporate or
other device in connection with the offering for sale , sale or distribution of foods and freezers in commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease
and desist from:
accredited :food
1. Using the terms " expert food analyst
trained qualified 1'00(1 consultant" or any other

budget analyst,

term or terms denoting expertness in referring to their salesmen
or saleswomen;
2. I\epresenting directJy or by implication:
(a) That their customers or participants in their plan wil1 have

the services of an expert in planning their food purchases;
(b) That other sel1ers of food do not sel1 government inspected
meat;
(c) That each carton or package of food sold by them or any
of them carries a United States Department of Agriculture inspection label;

(d) That having their food

inspected by United States inspec-

tion of!cia!s enables them to control the cost of food.
(e) That a participant is ah1c to obtain a freezer and a supply
of food fOl" the same amount of money as would be required to

obtain the same quantity of food if purchased in regular retail
channels.
(f) That a participant is able to save enough to (1) pay for a
television set , (2) remodel a home , (3) pay for a vacation , (4)
buy an automobile, or (5) pay for a freezer.
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any manner the savings afforded to re-

sponelents ' purchasers.
OPINION ON CROSS APPEALS FROM HEARING
EXAMINER S INITIAL DECISION
By SECREST ,

Commissioner,

The complaint charges that the respondents ,

in violation of the

Feeleral Trade Commission Act , have misrepresented the benefits

and advantages afforded by the freezers and frozen foods dissolel by them in commerce under a food purchase
plan. In the initial decision filed after hearings were concluded
tributed anel

the hearing examiner held that the complaint should be dismissed

as to one of the corporate respondents for lack of jurisdiction
that certain of the charges were sustained by the evidence as to
the remaining respondents and that others were not so supported.
Counscl supporting the complaint has appealed from various of
the rulings including the jurisdictional ruling. The respondents
who are appealing are those named in the initial decision s order
to cease and desist and they request dismissal of the charges

against them for lack of jurisdiction and on their merits.

The respondents named in the complaint are eleven corporations and eight individuals who are their stockholders and offcers and direct their activities and practices. The hearing exam-

iner held that one member

of the Henaire corporate family,

namely, respundent Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania), was a

packer within the intent and meaning of the Packers and Stockyards Act of 1921 1 and that its participation in the deceptive

practices found to have been engaged in were matters committed to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Secretary of Agriculture and accordingly not within the Commission s jurisdiction. Respondents do not purchase any livestock for purposes of
slaughter and do no slaughtering. The above corporation does,
however , purchase carcasses of meat from packing houses

and

further processes such products in its plant at Springfield, Pa.

under reguJations governing meat inspection which are promulgated by the United States Department of Agriculture. These

processing activities include cutting, boning, grinding and freezing of the meat food products for retail sale and delivery to
buyers of respondents ' freezers and participants in their food

purchase plan; and it appears from the advertising exhibits that
competition of those operations , including the products ' wrapping
142 Stat. 160: 7

C. 181 etseq.
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and freezing, requires 27 minutes. Such promotional material
additiona1ly states that the foods offered are limited to national

and local leading brands and includes representations that the
meats are " Armour s Star Grade " and the smoked meats are
Oscar Mayer

Of the definitions appearing in Section 201 of the Packers and
Stockyards Act , those here relevant define " packer "

as any person engaged in the business (a) of buying livestock in commerce
for purposes of slaughter , or (b) of manufacturing or preparing
meats or meat food products for sale or shipment in commerce.

When previously considering this statutury language , we held in
the matter of
Giant Food Shopping Cent.er , Inc. D. 6459 (decision on appeal December 19 1957), that the grinding and sea-

soning of meatloaf and country sausage incident to over- thecounter sale of meat purchased from packer suppliers by a
retailer operating a chain of grocery supermarkets in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere did not confer packer status on that
processor. As we stated there , Congress ' purpose "vas to regulate

the business concerns which compose

the slaughtering and meat

packing industry. The legislative target was the packer as Congress knew him , namely, the concern engaged in purchasing animals , slaughtering them , se1ling food products and processing
the by- products
C1'

osse

tu a greater or lesser degree.

Blackwell C01nlJany,

1957), we he1cl

In the matter of

D. 6463 (decided November 1:3

that the granting of discriminaiory promotional

allowances in violation of Section 2 (d) of the Clayton Act , as
by a canner of table foods , somc of which contained
meats purchased by that food processor from packers , were ac-

amended ,

tivities subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission. That holding was affrmed on January 5 , 1959, by the United States Conrt
of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.
We hold here that the processing activities performed by persons not members of t.he slaughterinK and meat packing industry
which are similar to those customarily engaged in in furtherance
of the retai1 merchandising of meat do not c01)stitute the manu-

facture Ql' preparation of meat or meat food proclucts within the
intent and meaninK of the Packers and Stockyards Act. The
circumstance that the respondents '

meat products are not merely

refrigerated at the plant but also initially frozen there instead of
in the consumer s own home fn!ezer docs not render their activities essential1y different in character from that engaged in by
retailers of meat. That the business role of respondent Renaire
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Corporation (Pennsylvania) is essentially restricted to the retail
marketing of meats in commerce also is corroborated by the fact
that respondents have elected in the advertising to feature packer
products having an established public acceptance. The hearing
examiner s conclusions that respondent Renaire Corporation
(Pennsylvania) should be deemed to be a packer within the meaning of the original Packers and Stockyards Act are erroneous.
On September 2 , 1958 , which date was subsequent to the time

when the parties filed their appeals herein , Public Law 85- 909
became effective. This enactment amends both the Packers and
Stockyards Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act. Its

ef-

fect , among others , is to confer on the Commission j ufisdiction
over unfair practices in commerce , in connection with all transactions by packers involving (1) commodities other than livestock
meats , meat food products , livestock products in unmanufactured
form , poultry or poultry products and (2) with exceptions not
here material , retail sales by packers of al1 products. For reasons hereinafter stated ,

we construe the amendment to be retro-

spective in operation , and , accordingly, applicable to proceedings
pending before the Commission at the time of its enactment.

Hence , even though the hearing examiner

s interpretation of the

Packers and Stockyards Act as effective prior to its amendment
by Public Law 85- 909 were adopted , it fol1ows that the Commission nm,v has jurisdiction over all practices charged in the complaint which are violative of the puhlic policy expressed in the

Federal Trade Commission Act if engaged in in commerce by the
corporate respondent retailers.
A statute or amendment will be regarded as solely prospective
in its operation if in derogation of common law rights or if the
effect of giving it retroactive operation will be to interfere with

an existing contract ,

destroy a vested right , or create a new

Leu. :ellyn

liability in cunnection with a past transaction.

268 l:. S.

238 ,

252 (1925);

Valley town

1')1. v.

Women

v.

Frick

s Catholic

Ord.er of Foreste?'s 115 F. 2d 459 , 562 (C. A. 4 , 1940)
p. 500. On the other hand , when not excluded by the

; 50 A.

terms or

implications of the language of the act , statutes and amendments
which do not have the foregoing dIects and are directed to changing remedies ur modes of procedure for enforcing existing obligations have retrospective efTect.
Beatty
v.
191 F. 2d 317
(C. A. 8 , 1951);
Nalional City Lines 80 F. Supp. 784
S.
v.
(D. C. S. D. Cal. , 1948), cert. den. 337 U. S. 78; Bowles
v.
Stricklewd. 151 F. 2d 419 (G.A. 5 , 1945);
Bowles
v.
151
F.
MilleI'
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992 (C. A. 10 , 1945);
Fedeml Bro(J,/casting System
239 F. 2d 941 (C.
C. 1956) ; 50 A. J. p. 506.

v.

The bil which was enacted by Congress as Public Law 85- 909
was introduced as H.R. 9020. Although it was the subject of a
committee report in the first session of the 85th Congress , none

was made on it in the second session where it was enacted in a
revised form. In the latter session , however , the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce did report on a companion bill

which adopted the same general legislative approach and had
many provisions similar to H . R. 9020 as ultimately enacted.
Such report described that bill to deal " with a reassignment of

jurisdiction over unfair trade practices , but leaves unchanged

the present substantive provisions of law regarding such practices. "

(Rep. No. 1507 (p. 3), 85th Cong. ,

2d Sess.

The original Packers and Stockyards Act conferring exclusive
jurisdiction on the Secretary of Agricu1ture respecting certain
proceedings involving packers did not repeal any of the statutes
administered by the Commission as to packers. As to them ,

it

had merely tolled or suspended the Commission s power and juris-

diction to enforce the organic Act and other

acts imposing

statutory responsibilities similar in vein to those provided in the
original Packers and Stockyards Act, Congress ' disclaimer respecting changes in substantive la\v \vhen redistributing enforcement responsibilities between the hvo enforcement agencies
concerned is to be accorded great weight. It follows , therefore
that the purpose of the amendment restoring Commission jurisdiction "' as limited to changing the forum for adjudicating com-

plaints with respect to certain r.ategories

of statutory vio1ations

by packers. An amendment which merely provides additional
machinery f(;r enforcing preexisting statutory responsibilities
does not affect substantive rights and wil be accorded retrospec187 F. 2d 406 (C. A. 9 , 1951), cert.
den. 342 U. S. 820. The same holds true for acts effecting changes

tive effect.

IVIalto:c

in jurisdiction and venue.

v.

Larkin

v.

Saffa?' ans 15 Fed. 147 (Cir.

v.
American Mail Line , 82
Ct. W. D. Tenn. , 1883);
Hadl,:c7c
F. Supp. 562 (D. C. N. D. CaJ. , 1949). Hence , we construe the

amendment as essentially procedural in character and hold
retrospective in its effect as to vi01ations of substantive law by
packers. As previously noted , this conclusion likewise requires
reversal of the initial decision

s holding of lack of jurisdiction

by the Commission as to respondent Renaire Corporation

(Pennsylvania) .
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We also have considered respondents ' contentions that the hear-

ing examiner erred in failing to hold that al1 corporate members
of the Henaire :family of corporations were within ihe original
Act' s definitions of packers. Tbis contention is rejected.
Hespondents appeal further contends that there is no record
showing that 9 of the 11 corporate respondents are engaged in

interstate commerce. It is not contl'ol1ing, however ,

that each of

such corporations may restrict its frec3er sales and solicitations
for food orders to a trading area located within the confines of

the state issuing its corporate charter. The freezers

and foods

arc shippcd from the plant at Springfield , Pa. , to purchasers located in other states and Renaire of South Delav, 'are , Inc. , Renaire
Nc,,,
Corp. of Wilmington , Renaire of Maryland, Inc. , Rcnaire of
Jersey, Inc. , and Renaire of South Jersey, Inc. , have made con-

tracts of sale contemplating the shipment of freezers and foods
across state lines and thus directly cause their movement in interstate commerce . Furthermore , the foregoing respondents and
the corespondent corporations chartered under the la \vs

sylvania ,

in instances

of Pelln-

, advertise jointly and have at all times

heen operated as a joint and closely integrated enterprise. The

hearing examiner s conclusion that the respondents ' acts and prac-

tices were in commerce has sound leg::l1 basis.
Respondents additional1y except to the initi

d decision

s findings

of misrepresent.ation in connection with the sales representatives
being designated b:y respondents variously as expert food ana1ysts

trained qualified food consultants and accredited food budget
analysts. The fact that suggested basic food orders prepared
penmns \vith long experience in the food field are furnished
sales presentatio113 does not , however , support conclusions that the Jatter , in vie\V of the brief

sa1es personnel for use in

training accorded them , have the

quaiifications and expertise

aclverti:dng. v'Ve think that the hearing
examiner s findings on this aspect had sound basis in the record.

claimed for them in the

We also have considered the exceptions addilionally interposed by
respondents to other finding-s of fllct by the hearing examiner.

Inasmuch as the reasons cited hy the hearing examiner in support
of these findings appear fully controlling to decision here and have
appropriate record hasis , these exceptions are denier!.
The hearing examiner held that there \Vas a hilure of proof
respecting the matters charged in subparagraphs 1 through 6 of
paragraph 6 of the complaint and the appeal of counseJ supporting
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the complaint also asserts error as to those ru1ings except as to
subparagraph 5. Subparagraph 1 charges that the respondents
have falsely represented that participants in their program can
obtain food at prices below those they would pay for food if

purchased in usual retail channels.

The second subparagraph

alleges that the respondents have represented that a participant
is ahle to obtain a freezer and his supply of food for the same

amount as would be required to obtain the same quantity in

regular retai1 channels; and subparagraph 6 alleges that the respondents have represented contrary to the true facts that a

participant is able to save enough to pay for a TV set , remodel
his home ,

pay for a vacation , buy an automobi1e

, or pay for a

freezer. Though finding that there was sound record basis for
conclusions that the respondents had used the challengcd repre-

sentations in promoting the resale of their freezers and foods , the
hearing examiner stated that the charges as to their falsity were
not supported by the preponderance of the evidence.
Renaire plan :\0. 1 affords a quantity of freezables comprising
meat , fish , poultry, vegetables , juices and fruits which is of.,
fered as a four- month supply for a small family priced at $130.
AltermLtivc plans at other prices are suggested for larger fami1ies

but a11 programs arc subject to variation depending on the fami1ies ' eating habits. Relevant to these charges , counsel supporting
the complaint introduced in evidence price lists effective in Acme

Stores in a territory which included the Philadelphia area for the
1955 , and May 21 , 1955 , together with
Renaire s listings for that period. Also received were price lists
effective for Safeway Stores in the V ashington metropolitan

period between April 25 ,

area during Apri1 , 1956 ,

t.ogether with the Renaire price list

then effective. The tabulations or charts prepared and appended
to counsel' s appeal brief are directed to comparing Renaire and
Acme prices on individual items appearing on the Renairc price
list for the above period in 1955; and the tabulated comparisons
for Safeway and Renaire prices for the sc1ected 1956 period pri-

marily pertain to freezables included in the various Renaire food
plans ,

and thus purport to con1pare total costs of the various

items making up each plan jf bought from those competitive
sources at that time in areas where the nrices were effective,
Unlike Renaire s prices ,

those of the two chains \\'ere subject

i/J fluctuations on certain articles during the selected p( riods.
The price lists and tabulations are relied on by counsel Rli;3porting the complaint as showing that the prices of the supermarket
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umcerns were equivalent to or lower than respondent.f: ' prices
provided the meats were boul!ht in like quantities at the prices
for primal units available in various of the chain stores. The
hearing examiner expressed views that certain of counsel's tabu-

lations purporting to show that a certain quantity of vegetables
would cost $25. 26 if purchased from respondents as against $25.
if bought at Acme , while mathematically correct , represented an
improper or erroneous comparison by reason of their being based
on the latter s lowest price levels for each food item.

In the tabulation prepared by him and set forth in the initial
decision , the hearing examiner instead adopted as a basis for

comparison certain higher levels resulting from the price variations during the period under consideration. This indicated that
the above frozen vegetables would have cost $1.83 less if purchased from Renaire. Because of the price changes , the hearing
examiner further concluded that an evaluation of future

price

relationships and differences and of whether consumer savings

would be afforded by dealing with Renaire over other retailers
over the twenty- four months ' period of time customarily involved

in respondents ' credit or deferred payment sales was not possible.
We agree that the foregoing evidentiary material and other

record matters do not support informed determinations that savings may not be afforded in instances on purchases from respondents over prices prevailing in regular retail channels. Hence
insofar as his ruling relates to qualitative claims for savings

which might be realized from purchases through respondents we
believe the hearing examiner correctly held that the charges of
subparagraph 1 of paragraph 6 of the complaint lack sound record
support. However , notwiihstanding this c.onclusion , we are also

of the view that respondents ' claims for average savings amounting to S18. 02 monthly (or $432. 48 for the period covered by

respondents ' contracts), claimed savings enabling a participant
2 In thi

onnection the hearing examiner related that:

H may be argued that any p05sible comparison of fCspolldellts' food prices with those of
Acme s and Safeway s duril1g either p':riud uf time for which the fir;ures are given will show
Uw pT;Ce, (IT!; o close that if e:.tended Ol.!era 2 mm1th8 1Jeriod . th.ere 1/01l1d lWt heBuffc1e?lt
6(11,;"g8 /'y'''TCh(Is;rIY
food from reSl'vndcntH to pay fOT the freezer
,nl. Uw financ!; dWT!le.
The point is that the relatiol1ship l,.tw€€11 respondents ' I,rices and their cumpetilof5 fluctuated

that

ami the fluctuation during the two

day periods of tin , demunstrate ,

if any demonstratioJl is

neressary, that no inff'rence is possible to the effed t.hat the relatioJlohip betweell rps)Jonrlcnts'
pri, ps and those of the two rornywtitors remain approximately the same for 24 month

Th" evido'lce of record docs not affrmatively show the truth or the untruth of the rPI'r!'
sentations embodied in subparagral)h , 2 al1d 6 of parag-ravh (\ . Thereforl , the holding is that
the
ha"g€ as to the representations in thesp thn:e s\Jbparar;raphs bcillr; false , deceptive ill1d
misleading arc 110t supported by a preponderanee of the evidence , and must be di rni"sed
(Ttalic supplied. ) Paragraphs 39 and 40 of the Initial DecisiOIl.
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in their plans to obtain a freezer and food supply for the amounts
required to obtain a like food supply in regular channels and claims
for savings suffcient to enable participants to buy an automobile

television or other items mentioned in subparagraph 6 , are completely refuted by this record.
To hold otherwise would be to fail to view the pricing information in its proper perspective. The prices of supermarket
organizations are subject to changes in marketing conditions

including price changes adopted by competitors. The prices effective for the two chain retailers were avaiJable to consumers

in a substantial

segment of the territory

in which the re-

spondents conduded their operations . Furthermore ,

the periods

selected for investigation and price comparisons were of reasonable duration; and the price levels effective in the chain stores
and those adopted by respondents appear reasonably representative of the pricing policies of those concerns. It is true that the

price changes effective on many articles sold by the supermarket
retailers presented various alternative bases for price comparisons. Appended to the brief are additional charts apparently

prepared by counsel for purposes of his appeal. These set forth
price comparisons taking cognizance of a very substantial number
though not all of the price changes made effective by the supermarket retailers in the periods covered by the prking studies.
The pricing pattern indicated by the record tends to similar
overall price levels bet.ween respondents and t.heir compet.itors
\vith substantial price disparities in some product categories.
Also pertinent t.o t.he respondents ' quant.itative savings ' claims
is the large out.lay required t.o pay for a freezer. For

purchasers

selecting t.he freezer list.ed at. $459 exclusive of finance charges
and a t.wo- year supply of food costing $780 , t.he price of food
freezer and finance charges for t.he period of t.wenty- four months
under respondents ' then cust01nary deferred payment plan , together with finance charges on the food , tot.aled $1

freezer priced at. $799 and a like two- year

352. 16. On a

food supply, the ag-

gregate cost of food ,

freezer and fmance charges was $1 745. 24.
The savings on food which would be required in those cases to

pay for the freezers and al1
amount to $572. 16 and $965.

financing charges , respect.ively,
, or 42. 3J'7 and 55. 317, of the

amount.s paid by t.hose buyers. An analysis of 33 of respondent.s

contract.s wit.h purchasers indicat.es t.hat. the percentage of total

costs required by way of food savings

t.o pay the obligations
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7u. The cost of the freezers
and finance charges have exceeded the cost of the two- year supply
of meats ca1led for under some of the food plans. Hence , even if
the meats were furnished by respondents without charge in those
there incurred amount to 41.32

cases , it would not necessarily result that savings equivalent to
the cost of the freezers would be realized by purchasers.
In considering the competitive price data , the hearing examiner

noted , among other things ,

testimony to the effect that when
primal units of meat , including beef , were cut by respondents
into steaks and other cuts for table use ,

their purchasers received

the meats free of bone and excess faL This nowise detracts
from the conclusiveness of other evidence refuting the quantitative savings '

claims. Evidence pertaining to beef orders filled
by respondents shows they regularly included packages of bones.
These were billed at the price per pound charged for the par-

ticular primal unit of beef sold.

The tabulations introduced by
respondents in support of their claimed savings included those

comparing Renaire prices on a haJf chuck and a forequarter of

beef with those charged by a competitor for like finished

cuts

sold over the counter. While purporting lower prices by llenaire
of 15. 8:;- ;,

and

17. 3ft:

respectively, sllch levels of savings would

fall far short of those promised

in the advertising. Moreover

trimmed primal units of beef were available at many stores
of that particular chain at prices be10w or equivalent to respondents ' prices.
In these circumstances , we conclude , and so find, that it is not
true as represented by the respondents that participants in Ren-

aire s plans are able to buy freezers and supplies of food for the
same amounts of money as vvould be required to obtain the same

quantity of food if purchased in regular retail channels.
headng examiner found that 30

, to 55 f/,C'

The

of the average family

food budget is spent for staples , milk and eggs. While freezables
are a broad food category, any savings realized on their purchase

would not extend to other articles of the family diet. It thus is
clear that such advantages as are afforded to purchasers of respondents ' freezers and freezables would not normal1y include sav-

ings approaching the amounts required for buying an automobile

or the other things designated in the advertising, or afford the
specified savings otherwise promised in the advertisements.

We hold that the charges oJ subparagraphs 2 and 6 of paragraph 6 of the complaint have sound record support. The record
also supports informed determinations that respondents have mis-
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represented the monetary savings to be realized by the average
of the participants in their food program. The initial decision
fmdings and conclusions which are in conflict herewith are modified accordingly. The contentions of counsel supp()rting the
complaint , insofar as they relate to the rulings of the hearing
examiner s dismissal of subparagraphs 3 and 4 of paragraph 6
of the complaint , are rejected for failure of proof.
The respondents ' appeal is being denied and the appeal of counsel supporting the complaint granted in part and denied in part.
The record clearly shows that respondent Henaire Corporation

(Pennsylvania) participated in the unlawful acts and practices
which the initial decision found were engaged in and such respondent accordingly is being included as a party to the order to

cease and desist. The initial decision , as modified by our accom-

panying order , is being adopted as the decision of the Commission.
FINAL ORDER

Counsel in support of the complaint and the respondents having
filed cross- appeals

from the hearing examiner s initial decision

dated Decen, ber 6 , 1957 , and the Commission having considered

the same and having granted in part and denied in part the
nppeal of counsel in support of the complaint and denied the
appeal of the respondents , and having directed modification of

the inHial decision and the adoption of said initial decision , as so
modified:
It is ordered

That the hearing examiner s initial decision be,

and it hereby is , modified as fo1lows:

1. By striking therefrom , and particularly from paragraph 11
thereof , a1l findings and conc1usions to the effect that the re-

spondent , Renaire Corporation (Pennsylvania), is a packer within
the intent and meaning of the Packers and Stockyards Act of
1921 , and that said corporation is not subject to the jurisdiction
of the Commission , and by substituting for said findings and conclusions the pertinent portions of the Commission s opinion , of

even date herewith , on this subject;

2. By striking the fourth and fifth sentences of paragraph 27
and substituting therefor the following:

Respondents also sell their meat in primal units but when

remove all excess bone and
fat from some of the cuts or all bone and excess fnt. , depending on
the type of cut. The customer is charged only for the net weight

preparing- it into cuts for table use

, .
"

),
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of the meat furnished plus any bones delivered for use in preparing soups or other dishes.

3. By striking the fourth sentence contained in paragraph 35
and all of paragraphs 36 to 40 inclusive , and by substituting for
said findings and conclusions the portions of the Commission

opinion relevant thereto.

4. By striking therefrom the order to cease and desist and
substituting therefor the following:
It is ordered

That respondents ,

llenaire Corporation (Penn-

corporation , H.enaire of South Delaware , Inc. , a corporation , Renaire Corp. of Wilmington , a corporation , Renaire
sylvania),

of Mary1and ,

Inc.

, a corporation , Renaire of New Jersey, Inc. ,

a

corporation , Renaire Corp. of Delmont , a corporation , Renaire
of Allentown , Inc. , a corporation , llenaire of Philadelphia , Inc. , a
corporation , Renaire Corp. of Lancaster , a corporation , Rcnaire of
South Jersey, Inc. , a corporation , and their offcers , and respondents , Leonard S. Cohen , Joseph Sherwood , Samuel Saler , Morton
Saler , Harold B. Saler , William Speckman and Bertram B.
Schrank , individualJy and as offcers of said corporations as set
forth in the findings herein , and llenaire Corporation (Washington , D.
corporation , and its offcers , and respondents , BerJoseph Sherwood , and Harold B. Saler , as omcers
of said corporation , and respondent , Jules Hecht , individually and
as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents ' agents, repretram Schrank

sentatives and employees directly or through any corporate
other device in connection with the offering for sale , sale or
distribution of foods and freezers in commerce , as " commerce " is
defmed in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease
and desist from:
1. Using the terms " expert food analyst

accredited food

trained qualified food consultant" or any other
term or terms denoting expertness in referring to their salesmen

budget analyst,

or saleswomen;
2. llepresenting directly or by implication:

in lheir pian will have
the services of an expert in planning their food purchases;
(b) That other sellers of food do not sell government- inspected
meat;
(c) That each carton or package or food sold by them or any
(a) That their customers or participants

of them carries a United States Department of Agriculture inspection label;
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(d) That having their food inspected by United States inspection offcials enables them to control the cost of food.
(e) That a participant is able to obtain a freezer and a supply
of food for the same amount of money as would be required to

obtain the same quantity of food if purchased in regular retail
channels.

(f) That a participant is able to save enough to (J) pay for a
(2) remodel a home , (3) pay for a vacation , (4)

television set ,

buy an automobile , or (5) pay
3. Misrepresenting in any

for a freezer.
manner the savings afIorded to re-

spondents ' purchasers.

That the initial decision , as so modified
,
adopted
as the decision of the Commission.
, and it hereby is
That
the
respondents named in the preIt is rw. the?' (),"lend
amble of the order to cease and desist sha1l , within sixty (60) days
after service upon them of this order , fie with the Commission a
report , in writing, setting forth in detai1 the manner and form in
which they have complied with said order to cease and desist.
It is fnrthe?' oTdeTed

, -

, ,
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IN THE MATTER OF

PARKS CANNING COMPANY , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED vlOLATIO::
OF SEC. 2 (c) OF THE CLA YTO!\T ACT

Docket 7Z00.

Camp/nini

July

, In58- Dec'isirY!

Feb.

959

Consent order n quirjl1g three associated cOlporate pacJ(ers of seafood products
and their exclusive sales agent in Seattle Wash. , to ('(,ase violating the
2(c))

brokerage section of the Clayton Act (Sec.

by making sales to

certain chuins at reduced prices arrived at by giving up a11 or a large
part of the brokerage ea)' ned by said saJes agent on the sales; and-

cases where said sales agent acted as a primary broker for outside

packers- by passing on brol,crage to certain buyers or their agents.
COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that

the parties respondent named in the caption hereof, and hereinafter more particularly described ,

have been and are now violating
the provisions of subsection (c) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act
as amended (D. C. Title 15 , Sec. 13), hereby issues
plaint , stating its charges with respect thereto as follows:

its com-

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents Parks Canning Company, Ine. , H.

1\. Parks Company, Inc. , and Western Fisheries Company, hereinafter sometimes referred to as corporate respondents , arc cor-

porations organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Washington , with their principal
offce and p1acc of business located at. 309 Co1man Building,

Seatte , Wash.
Respondent North Pacific Seafoods , hereinafter sometimes refelTed to as partnership respondent , is a copartnership composed
of corporate respondents H. M. Parks Company, Inc. and Western
Fisheries Company under the laws of the State of Washington
with its oftce and principal place of business located at 312 Col-

man Building, Seattle , vVash. Said part.nership was formed in
194G to act as a primary broker or exc1usive sales agent for the

corporate respondents named herein in connection with the sale
and distribution of their seafood products. In adtlition to acting
as a primary broker or exclusive sales agent for the corporate
respondents named herein t.his respondent also acts to some
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extent as a primary broker for other seafood packers

in

connec-

tion with the sale and distribution of their seafood products.

PAR. 2. The above- named

corporate respondents have been for

the past several years and are now engaged in canning, packing,

sel1ing and distributing canned salmon ,

tuna, crab meat and

clams , al1 of which are hereinafter referred to as seafood produds. The canning operations are now being carried on as a joint
venture by the corporate respondents named herein. The partnership respondent has been for the past several years and is now
engaged in selling and distributing seafood products both as exclusive sales agents for the corporate respondents and as a

mary broker for other seafood

pri-

packers. Respondents are sub-

stantial factors in the seafood industry.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents for the past several years have sold and distributed and are
now selling and distributing their seafood products in commerce
as " commerce " is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act , to buyers
located in the several States of the United States , other than the
State in which respondents are located. Said respondents transport , or cause such seafood products , when sold , to be transported , from their place of business in the State of Washington
or elsewhere , to buyers , or to the buyers ' customers , located in
various other States of the United States. There has been at all

times mentioned herein a continuous course of trade in commerce
in said seafood products across state lines between respondents
and the respective buyers thereof.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business in com-

merce in the sale and distribution of their seafood products , the
corporate respondents usually pay their primary broker or exclu-

sive sales agent , respondent North Pacific Seafoods , a brokerage or
commission usually at the rate of 5 percent of the net sel1ing

price of the merchandise sold. Respondent North Pacific Seafoods
is likewise usually paid a 5 percent brokerage or commission when

it represents outside packers as a primary broker ,

in the sale

and distribution of their seafood products.
Respondent North Pacific Seafoods also employs field brokers
located in the various parts of the United States where the buyers
are located to negotiate sales for it , which field brokers are usual1y
paid for their service in connection therewith at the rate of 2)

percent of the net selling price of the merchandise.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business , the cor-
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porate respondents named herein , acting on their own or by or

through their partnership, North Pacific

Seafoods , have made

sales to certain chains at reduced prices which reflect brokerage
or have grantcd discounts or al10wances in lieu of brokerage to
said buyers. On these particular sales the partnership respondent North Pacific Seafoods acting in coordination and with thc
knowledge of the corporate respondents named herein gave up
all or a large part of its brokerage or commission earned in
connection \vith said sales.

In other instances where respondent North Pacific Seafoods was
acting as primary broker for outside packers in connection

\vith

the sale of their seafood products it granted or passcd on brokerage to certain buyers , or the buyers ' agents , as follows:
(a) Sel1ing to certain buyers at nct prices which were less
than those accounted for to its packer- principals.
way
a part or a1l of which were not charged
back to its packer- principals.
(b) Granting to certain buyers deductions from price by

uf allowances ur rebates ,

(c) Taking reduced brokerage or commissions on sales to cer-

tain buyers.

PAR. 6. The acts and practices of respondents ,

and each of

them , as above alleged and described are in violation of subsection
(c) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as amended (D. C. Title
, See. 13).

for the Commission.
of
Medley "nd H"l/.rlwul of SeaWe
Wash. , for respondents.
M,' .

Cecil

wh. Dule

G.

Miles

E'

She,'?ow

I"'ITIAL DECISIOJ\ BY LOREN I- I. LAUGHLI"' , HEARING EXAMINER

This proceeding involves alleged violations of S2 (c) of the
Clayton Act , as amended (U. C. Title 15 , SI3), it being charged
in the comp1aint , in substance , that the corporate respondents

named therein , acting on their own or by or through their part-

nership, North Pacific

Seafoods ,

have made saJes to certain

chains at reduced prices \vhich reflect brokerage , or have granted
discounts or allowances in lieu of brokerage to said buyers

giving up all or a large part of the brol erage or commission

earned by respondent ::orth Pacific Seafoods in conner.ion with
said sales; ancl in other instances respondent North Pacine Seafoods , acting as primary broker for outside packers in connection
with the sale of their seafood products , has granted or passed on
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brokerage to certain buyers , or the buyers ' agents , by sel1ing- to
them at net prices which were less than those accounted for to

principals; granting deductions from price , as allowa part or al1 of which were not charg-ed back
to its packer- principals; and by taking reduced brokerage or comits packer-

ances or rebates ,

missions on sales.
On December 12 , 1958 , there was submitted to the undersigned
hearing examiner of the Commission for his consideration and
approval an " Ag-reement Containing Consent Order to Cease and

Desist " which had been entered into by and between respondents

and the attorneys f6r both parties , under date of :-ovember 23,
1958 , subject to the approval of the Bureau of Litigation of the
Commission , which had subsequently duly approved the same.
On due consideration of such agreement , the hearing examiner
finds that said agreement , both in form and in content , is in accord
with S3. 25 of the Commission s Rules of Practice for Adjudicative
Proceedings , and that by said agreement the parties have specif-

ical1y agreed to the fol1owing matters:

1. Respondents Parks Canning Company, Inc. , H. M. Parks
Western Fisheries
Company are corporations

Company. Inc. , and

exisbng and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Washington ,

with their offce and principal place of

husiness located at 309 Colman Building in the city of

Seatte,

State of Washington.
Respondent North Pacific Seafoods is a copartnership existing-

and doing business under and by virtue of the la\vs of the State
of Washing-ton , with its offce and principal place of business
located at 312 Colman Building, in the city of Seatte ,

State of

Washington.
2. Pursuant to the provisions of subsection (c) of Section 2

of the Clayton Act , as amended (D. C. Title 15 , S13), the Federal Trade Commission , on Ju1y 18 , 1958 , issued its complaint in

this proceeding against respondents , and a true copy \vas thereafter duly served on respondents.
3. Respondents admit all the jurisdictional facts alleged in the
complaint and agree that the record may be taken as if findings

of jurisdictional facts had been

duly made in accordance with

such allegations.
4. This agreement disposes of all of this proceeding- as to all

parties.
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5. Respondents waive:
(a) Any further procedural

steps before the hearing examiner

and the Commission;

findings of fad or conclusions of law; and
(c) All of the rights they may have to challenge or contest the

(b) The making of

validity of the order to cease and desist entered in accordance
with this agreement.

6. The record on which the initial decision

and the decision

of the Commission shall be based shall consist solely of the com-

plaint and this agreement.
7. This agreement shall not become a part of tbe offcial record

unless and until it becomes a

part of the decision of the Com-

mission.

8. This agreement is for

settement purposes only and does not

constitute an admission by respondents that they have violated
the law as alleged in the complaint.
9. The fol1owing order to cease and desist may be entered in
this proceeding by the Commission without further notice

respondents. When so entered it shall have the same force and
effect as if entered after a full hearing. It may be altered , modified or set aside in the manner provided for other orders. The
eomplaint may be used in c.onstruing the terms of the order.

Upon due consideration of the complaint filed herein and the
said " Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and Desist
the latter is hereby approved , accepted and ordered filed , the same
not to become a part of the record herein , hmvcver , un1ess and
until it becomes part of the decision of the Commission. The

hearing examiner fmds from the complaint and the said " Agreement Containing Consent Order to Cease and Desist" that the

Commission has jurisdiction of the

subject matter of this pro-

ceeding and of each of the respondents herein; that the complaint
2 (c)

states a legal cause for complaint under the provisions of

of the Clayton Act , as amended (TO. C. Title 15 , 813), against
each of the respondents both generally and in each of the particulars alleged therein; that this proceeding is in the interest

of the public; that the following order as proposed in said agree-

ment is appropriate for the just disposition of all of the issues
in this proceeding as to a1l of the parties hereto; and that said
order therefore should be ,

and hereby is , entered as fo1lows:
ORDER

It

is

o1"dej"

That Parks Canning Company, Inc. ,

a corpora-
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tion , H. M. Parks Company, Inc. , a corporation and as a copartner
doing business as North Pacific Seafoods , Western Fisheries Company, a corporation and as a copartner doing business as Korth
Pacific Seafoods

respondents '

, North Pacific

Seafoods , a copartnership and

offcers , agents , representatives , or employees , di-

rectly or through any corporate ,

partnership, or other device, in

connecUon with the sale of seafood products in commerce , as

commerce " is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act , do forthwith
cease and desist from:
1. Paying, granting, or allowing,

directly or indirectly, to any

buyer , or to anyone acting for or in behalf of , or who is subject
to the direct or indirect control of such buyer , anything of value
as a commission , brokerage , or other compensation , or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof, upon or in connection with any
sale of seafood products to slIch buyer for his own account;
2. Paying, granting or passing on , either directly or indirectly
to any buyer ,

or to anyone acting for or in behalf of or ,:vho is

subject to the direct or indirect control of such buyer , brokerage
earned or received by respondents on sa1cs made for their packerprincipals , by al10wing to buyers lower prices which reflect all or
any part of such brokerage , or by granting them al10wances or
of brokerage or by any other method

rebates which are in lieu

or means.
DECISIO

OF THE COM MISSION A D ORDER TO FILE

REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant t.o Section 3. 21 of the Commission s RuJes of Practice,

the initial decision of the hearing examiner sha1l , on the 12th day
of February 1959 ,

hecome the decision of the Commission; and,

accordingly:
It

is

o,.dered

That. the abovc- named

respondent.s shal1 , within

them of this order , file with
the Commission a report. in writing, setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which they have complied with the order
sixty (60) days after service upon

to cease and desist.

